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The Probleills of Peace
Editorial Reflections
EACE) Finally it has come to Europe. No
more bombs. No more terror by day and
night. No more tyrants and torturers. No
more human canon fodder. No more sadistic cruelties in concentration camps. No more hunger and starvation. Peace, sweet, adorable peace!
A man again. possesses his own soul and . . . body.
Arter five, almost six, years of destruction, ruin,
and terror, the oppressed peoples of Europe are
~sighing a great, deep sigh of relief and deliverance.
The liberation of the oppressed nations of Eu':
rope is almost like a. d:t.eam to mariy of them. But
it is not a dream. The nightmare of persecution and
torture,. of .terrorism and starvation is now over.
The unbelievably cruel tyrants have either taken
their own lives or will be brought to justice. From
the hearts and the lips of God's people in these poor,
bleeding. but unconquerable countries a great pray el' bt thanksgiving has ascended to the Lord of the
n('.ltioris. And we of America, who :witnessed their
s.1Jffering and were privileged to have a large share
ifl their liberation, join with them 1n gratitude to
Almighty God!

* * *
The day of justice has come.
. The justice of'heaven is being visited upon these
who trampled upon every law of God and human
qec-ency. Mussolini and Hitler, Goering and Goebgels, Himmler and. Streicher, Seiss-Inquart and
(Quisling, Rost von Tonningen and Max Blokzijl,
.?nd all the rest of them will sbon find out-if as yet
they have not-:that those who trample upon justice
will· be crushed by. justice.
There is no pla'ce for vengeance. No Christian
ought to confuse justice with vengeance. But everythin,g must be done to bring the gangsters and tyrants and terrorists who have enslaved and sought
to brutiilize their fellowmen these war years to
justfoe. No sentimentality ought to frustrate the
course of that justice, just as no act of vengeance
sh()uld brutilize the sacredness of that justice.

* * *
Europe cries to us for food, for help, for relief.
The channels of relief and mercy ought to be unstopped. America has the s p I en d .id reputation
among the nations of the world of being merciful,
of binding up the wounds of the woild. The Red
Cross is an international institution, but the lion's
share of its relief comes from our country. Just as
billions of dollars have had to be spent by us for
arms,· so hundreds of millions of dollars are flowing
through the channel of the American Red Cross to
alleviate the suffering of the world.
·
THE CALVIN FORUM
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No greater challenge and opportunity to be the
good Samaritan to the bleeding European nations
has ever corrie to us.
We are the one great nation that is providentially
called to feed starving Europe. Let the astronomi-,
cal figures of charity yie with the astronomical figures of the tools of war and destruction. Let us
thank God tha,t. we are privileged to do this. Let tis
give till it hurts. We, Christians, of all people ought
not to indulge in complaining, self-pity, and griping:
Let relief flow through every possible channel.
UNRRA and Red Cross, Dutch War Relief or gro11p
organizations for European rehabilitation, as .well
as the church offerings that are intended for the
needs of particular church groups-may a:ll of thein
swell the river of relief into a mighty stream as it
flows from America to the impoverished and Under- ·
nourished of Europe's devastated lands. America
was foremost in war production. May she by God's
common and special grace also be first now in help,
relief, and the binding up of the wounds of a bleeding Europe.
·
· ·

* * *

Brave, heroic Holland cannot help standing. out
in this European picture.
' .· ·
Yes, Holland, we have watched you and admfred
yoo.
.
These have· been five terrible, demonic, but also
glorious years in your history.
No nation in Western Europe has suffered as
have you.
·
But you have been great in your suffering. The
courage and heroism of your martyrs is written . •
with theti'indelible inscription of blood upon your
pages of history, pages· more glorious than eve11
those of your incomparable war with Spain in the
days of the Republic.
The compassion of Christian and unbeliever for •
the terrorized Jewish neighbor in the early days of
the occupation will not soon be forgotten, and ...
may no tra~e of anti-Semitism mar your recovery!
You have for five years been under two masters,
one of whom you loved, the other you hated, but
you have carried your double loyalty with a dignity
and discipline that has aroused our admiration.
Your government in London, your underground,
your disciplined and united response to the orders
of your real rulers; your martyrs, your unconquer'"'
able faith in the righteousness of your cause despi~e
executions, tortures, and. enslavement by the brutal
enemy, and all of this: capped by a self-restraint
that never deserted you even in the day of final liberation-we have seen it; the world has seen it. You
are a great little nation!
227

And· what has t~uched us deeper than all this inyou is what your 9hurches; your spiritual leaders,
and. your individual Christians have done. The
heroic testimony against the. enemy that c.ame from
. outrage~ consciences and voiced its protest in the
immortal words of Scripture will never be forgotten, Unbelievers have even borne testimony to the
heroism of the" churches, the pulpits, the ministers,
and the individual Christians, who spake courageously in your midst when all other age n e.i es
seemed to have been silenced.

.At the same tim.e she has championed the cause of
the common man'. Germany's ·lust for military
power issuing in the glorification of the supermari
and the super race fo which all other races and riations are to be subjected 'in - permanent econ.ofuic
and political enslavement, differs widely from the
dictatorship of the proletariat which is the key to
Russia's rise to power. Both have. defied Almighty
God,. but Hitler did so because the deification of the
German race and state and blood left no room for
the God of the Scriptures and his righteous com"
mandments for human life. Russia's revolutionary ·
* * *
leaders defied God because the czarist regime with
And ·now, .with the return of peace to Europe,
its oppression and injustice hid behind the skirts of
what staggeri11g proble1Us clamor for solution!
the
priests and because they were of the mistaken
· Communications with European countries are
opinion that religion is opium for the people who
only gradually reestablished and only gradually will
should rise up. for social justice and not be enslayed
w~ be in a. positfon to speak intelligently and act
·to the capitalistic owners of the means of produc-'
ef!ectively in reference to the new situations that tion. Lenin and· his cohorts were· of the opinfon that
have been created.
the only way to overthrow the intolerable economic
How on~ who is an American wishes he could order of the czars was to stab atthe' heart o.f all re·Witness some of the scenes. of reunion, of· cl.elive.r- ligion. Overthrowing the capitalists ori earth .and
•. ance, of restoration! Hciw.much there is to adjust. bringing down the gods from heaven-'-'-to use their.
Iioy,r much deception will be practiced by those who blasphemous language-was . considered essentially
weI'e.traitors once and would fain play tlie. hypo- the same task.
·Cr'ite once more to save their own hide. What joys
Is Russia beginning to see the light? Is •Slie be...
and sorrows surge through the souls of those who
ginning to realize that she made. a great mis.take in ..
ate gradually finding out the reat picture of the.
confusing the religion of the ScriptuI'es witli the
. suffering, death, or restoration of their loved. ones.
caricature of Christianity which marked the life of
What pteaching the ministers ;must be doing these
many "orthodox" capitalist-landholders and slave
days! And then again, what unsolved problems.
drivers of pre-revolutionary Russia? At any rate,
One thing is certain. America is providentially we shall not fail to notice the government's new at;so situated that she has a marvelous opportunity titude toward the Church and toward many Chrisarid a grave responsibility in the directing of world tian movements and institutions. The Russia of the ·
affairs. Military power may have just as· much to revolution which murdered priests, closed or dese:...
do with this world standing today as the idealism crated cathedrals, and ham.Shed the last seminary
that in the main has marked our past dealings with from the country is not the Russia of 1945. T~re is
other nations. This is only natural in a world of in- a new attitude. We may overrate it. We. may also·
security and balancing of power. But. we of Amer- ·underrate it. Let us keep our minds and eyes open.
ica must do our part to show the world that we are And meanwhile let us pray for the reviv.al of the< .
(guided bywhat is essentially a basic Chris.tian ethi- work of God and the preaching of His·Word in that/
cal principle: The greater our power, th? greater erstwhile fossilized institution .known as the Rus..;·<
our responsibility to use it for the protection of the . sian Holy Orthodox Church.
weak.and for the establishment of justice fqr all in
the.world.
The eyes of the world are on San Francisco these
* * *
days.
Russia is a new world power, perhaps the second
Our prayers ascend in behalf of this great .con- .
.in .prestige and standing among the nations of the
clave
of nations whose deliberations and decisions
. world. We will have to learn to understand Russia.
may
mean
so much for the future'·peace and secur.,Her ways are n~t our ways. Her history is not ours.
ity
of
the
world.
Her racial and psychological identity surely is not
It is very easy to become cynical and make sneerAnglo-Saxon. We had. better stop much of this easygoing, wholesale condemnation of R u s s i a . We ing remarks about this historic gathering. The serishould learn· to become discerning and critical-in- ous-minded Christian will do nothing of the kind.
telligently crtical-of this great new world neigh- With due sobriety and without losing himself in any
.bor who· has suddenly been.thrust into ·a position of utopianism or humanistic dreams, he will apprepower and influence. There are many questions at ciate the struggle underlying all deliberations, conthis point, to which only the coming years can give tests, and decisions. That struggle is one that· is
deeper than the equally real contest for power, presus the answer.
RU.ssfa is a dictatorship as well as was Hitlerite tige, "position."
Although many. nations are undoubtedly ih it
Germany, though a differently oriented dictatorsimply
for .what there- is. in it, there are also nations
ship. Bnt a dictatorship-it is. She has much to.learn.
THE CALVIN FORUM
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who are guided by a higher 1noral idealism, nations
whose leaders know and recognize that happy relations between the nations of the world are ccmditioned by justice,· honor, fair dealings, consideration
· for the we.ak. Here again many people find delight
in indulging in cynical flings. We fir:rply believe
that many of the.Christian nations have a deep conviction that these ideals, which are the social and
political product of Christianity, are the only hope
for creating conditions of international peace and
well-being. Among these nations our own, by the
common grace of God, holds a foremost place.
May America, whose president has recently given
such a beau};iful public testimony to his deep need
of divine wfadom "to rule this so great a people,"
speaking in the words of the youthful Solomon, in. creasingly fake the leadership among the nations- 1
not to rule but to serve, and to . make even her increased military power subservient to the maintenance of the peace o:f the wor Id and the proteC··
tion o:f the weaker nations.
Well mciy we o:f the Anglo-Saxon family, Britain
and America, with our great Christian. traditions,
stan.d shoulder to shoulder among the "big five."
. As lo;r:g as we live iri a sinful wor Id, we will have
to be able to back up our prestige with military.
power, but it will make an the difference between
being a Christ.ian and a pagan nation whether that
.power is in the service o:f self-aggrandizement or o:f
international justice and good;.will.
Ame;icajs indisputably the foremost nation in the
world today. May we realizethe burden o:f our responsibility!

* * *
And as we look out upon this chaotic world o:f
1945, .what new opportunities will arise . for the
spread o:f the trut~ o:f God, o:f the Gospel o:f Christ,
.. ·. . of the Church which transcends all national and
~rac1al barriers?
·
Also here it is easier to raise questions than to
give reliable and positive· answers.
But as we strive to put together the;pieces o:f this
jigg-saw puzzle, a :few large, clear lines stand out.
The Christian Church in many lands has greatly
gained in prestige; influence, and. opportunity. The
ethical potency o:f the Church to stand up :for the
right in the midst of the most trying situations, to
,lift up its voice·· for justice against tyrants, to show

.THE CALVIN FORUM
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Christi<m sympathy for the suffering, and to call evil
evil when mere military power seemed to have
paralyzed the right-this is ·a marvelous· gain. And
the gain is the greater because that ethical potency
came out o:f the deepest· and truest s our c e of .all
genuinely ethical endeavor: the :fear .of God and
His commandments.
Unless we are seriously mistaken, it is the.·
churches with a sUpernatyral message that come
out o:f this European War with great gain. The
churches-whether :free or establislied:--which had
only a humanistic, liberal, moralistic message have
been put to shame. Their spiritual poverty has been
exposed by the judgments of God and their co11se~
quent impotence to serve the deep spiritual needs
o:f God's people. In many Western European coun-'. ·
tries the swing in theology and preaching has been
decidedly to .the "right." Only those churches .and
church leaders who spoke o:f the ·deep conviction
that they had behind them in their opposition
against the enemy a divine message, a supernatural
gospel, an omnipotent living Savior and Lord 'have
really stood the test and have been demonstrated
to poss~ss the spiritual power and virility required
in days .o:f persecution, days o:f fire, blood, and tears;

* * *

There is no greater need for the Church, :for the
world, fo.r human soeiety in .its 'political, economic,
and cultural phases than. a new and living appropriation o:f the ordinances o:f the sovereign God; .
Without these ordinances there will be no heal-'
ing for the nations.
.
These ordinances nations and statesmEm, as w~g
as churches and theologians, .must le.arli to .ho:q:o;t','
to love, to embrace, to a ply, to body :f o rt h in a
Christian society.
·
AIL. ~umanism and relativism have again been
showrf'''ltp in th~ir hollowness and impotence. }i>y
these terrible years in which God did s ha k e the
world to its very foundations.
Only h,e who bows before God and His Word,. the
majestic Word, the Word of Judgment, the purging;
cleansing, as well as healing Word, find.s peace o:f .·
soul and finds the message which our age so sorely··
needs.
Have we come to the Kingdom for such a time as
this?
C.

B:
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Fantastic China
Lt. Cornelius Van Zwoll ·
·Military Governm'ent School
University of Virginia

·~·
. ·.... ·· .·.·. . . . .. E.ASURE the distance. to China in hours,
... ·...· . . . not miles. I passed seventy days early
· ·

in 1942 counting imaginary milestones
on the sealanes, highways and airways
·between America and Ching.. But a few weeks <).go
I passed .only that many hours in the air from China
to 4Jnerica. And it ~an be done in lei:;s time. Today,
•. C}lina is just around the airways'. corner_:.physically. $ociologically she is already in the. Western
world's communallap.
·
>

.

..

,

.

.

Ten hundred days in China have. had their effect
inY nebulous pre-war ideas of China. Perhaps
· y6u think of it as a land of exotic pagodas enshrined
among orange groves, delicate• maidens murmuring
... pleasantries at. tea, music .muffled. in velvet, poetry
whispered at twilight, dewdrop balanced on rose
];)efal;•perhaps you thfnk of China as a great shrine
of ageless wisdom, ivory gleaming. in the moonlight,
W:illows bending in riverside breeze, life gracefully
stirring at sunrise. This is not a poem, nor are these
etnpty w6rds; Yet I confess those impressions com.,
prise only one ray 0£ China's blazing sun. The other
rays are not so beautiful and bright. It is good to
know the relative intensities of the various rays of
Chi.na's national sun. We appreciate a shininglight;
and if the light is .dim or fails, we exert ourselves to
know the reason and restore the. brilliance. This repm;t ·on· .China is therefore analytical, sympathetic
a.nd, it is hoped, constructive.
:Here. are some discrete impressions:
Hidden among the hills of .K weilin one can find
e}{quisite unfrequented pagodas, no doubt lesser
versions of magnificent costal structures . . . For
g:ta~e and beauty of mind and spirit, Kwan Kit Lin
represents the finest qualities anywhere to be found
from her native Hongkong to her adoptive Kunming, or from New York to San Francisco ... Music
in China is unfortunately not muffled in velvet or
even i.:h homespun-'--i t is . thrust upon the ear like
a bayonet in the belly-there is no escaping it and
.no pleasure in it; its psychopathic wail will activate
every slightest nerve fiber; it is no respecter of persons: But experience should be noted of several
irtgenfous instruments which produce not only tolerable l;mt most agreeable sounc1s . . . ·Poetry in
China is excellent_,..the simplest literal lines convey grand spacious overtones within which undu'."
rate the utmost wisdom and experience, the fathomOil

less yearning of the human sout. And Ch in es e
poetry can be sung; beautifully and touchingly .its
words and inflections penetrate the callous which
civilization frequently cultivates about one's spirit.
One time I must persuade Huang. Tze Chung to sing
a poem softly to .you-it will go well of an evening
when. the world seems a very dreary commercial
place ... Dew in China lingers on more thistles than
flowers, I fear; the temptation to draw an analogy
here touching China's own present conditions is too
obvious to indulge further at the moment.

NeediLabor
and Sorrow
We .who were long in .China sometimes th6ught
of America as Shang-ri-la, where happiness• and
wisdom were to be 'found. But a m o o n 1i t night
among the abrupt mountains of Kweilin or even
among the massed humanity of Chungking was.
enough to relocate Shang-ri:..fa in China, enough to
shift.a man's thoughts from nature per se to Gerard
Manley Hopkins' "The Earth is charged with the
glory of God ..." At the riverside one is less likely to see willows than little :sampans thrivir1g with
people arduously working or vigorously eatihg-or
just listlessly vegetating; these are the simplest folk
of China_:.they are the actual flotsam living and
working, a-horning and a:-dying on their flimsy
small craft. They have few cares, few needs, few
resources. They are not concerned with the where
and whither, only with the how of existence: Fan,
Ju and Tsai (Rice, Meat and Vegetables) are the
end and qualifier of all things. The head is important for its possession of a mouth through which
the stomach may be satisfied; and the stomach of
many a Chinese, indeed of many another mortal,
pushes stoutly to crush the heart and spirit.
Life stirs in China, to be sure-:-but before sunrise. Peasants are staggering to market from midnight to dawn with their burdens of furiously driving their reluctant cattle to slaughter; their womenfplk are hobbling on tiny deformed bound feet with
a man's share of forage or produce in their baskets
suspended before and behind from a pole thrown
over a shoulder. Life stirs before sunrise-:-lmt it is
not the leisurely stir 6f a gracious dawn, nor tl:ie
frolicsome leap across the lawn to meet the hori~
zon's sun; the life stirring in China creaks with
"the weight :of centuries," writhes with exhaustion,
bends earthward.with an habitual.stoop, rises pain:.:.
fully aware of need, labor and sorrow. Day. by day
THE CALVIN FORUM
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i.h Chilla. life stirs comfortless under the unyield- wears raw under shoulder ropes;. and trunks bend
parallel .to roadway in the agonizing .task of tr alls~
ing prod of economic necessity.
China is exotic: its varied· terrain and extremes porting. burdens which Americans would immedi:of climate, its quaint people and ancestral pride, ately consign to. mot0r or. rail transport. But in
its stupendous ·Oriental self-sufficiency and equally China motors are worn out and cannot be replaced
.amazi.hg Occidental ambitions-all of these make for civilian purposes; in China railways are scarce;
C_hina not only exotic but at once supremely inter- those not controlled by the Japanese still sc.arcer.
esting and superbly exciting. For China is like one And in China· humanity needs the jobs our motors,
. . of her 500-year-old eggs (a gourmet's delicacy) rails and beasts of burden do. The Chinese coolie
cr11sted but not useless with· age, .and still capable is faced with the bald law of work for survival.
It is like that in China-life and labor, reprOduc-:
of accomplishing· a disti.hguished mission in the
world. Unfortunately the masses of China-her tion a,nd death are so sirn.ple in concept antl so inpeasants and coolies-are dedicate9. t6 nothing more evitable i_n consummation, so impassive of aspect
exciting than th~ rice paddy and the water bucket. and so implacable in the wheel of time. Before the
.The peasant labors with his oxen in the rice field children of the coolie are grown to maturity· they
and produces food for consumption. He labors in already carry buckets graduated in size to .accorn~.
the home with his wife a11d p r o d u c e s sons and modate _their maximum strength, aJ)d as .the chil.:. •
daughters. to :whom to pass on· the heritage of labor dren grow, the buckets increase and the burden ·
and wedlock, ad .infinitum. It is like that in China multiplies. And the children marry and there is
~'there is continuity without p u r po s e, activity less room in the home and there is more burden'without progress, drudgery without vision .. Th~ pearing and more children and more buckets, c:(n9.
peasant and the land are an earthy pair-they know the streets are full of th.e stench and the sweat and
each other well and a.re not revolted at what they the toil and noise of mankind surviving~and be-:.
}{now-the earth drains the spirit from the man, sides all these .there is a terrifying, overwheJniing,
a,:rid the man contentedly receives leeks and onions depressingsoullessness. For ten hundred days you ··
in. return. And there are few voices· crying hi this may observe bod_ies with human attributes; ·bodies
wilderness to snatch up from th~ soil the .untended busily. concerned with self-preservation; but in ten
spii'it of the Chinese peasant. He takes practical hundred days it is quite possible never to see ·oiie
. measures against evil spirits, and •for the rest once of these bodies aware of a soul, or if aware, not con":: .·
'yearly conciliates the gods in the pantry. The peas- cerned about its_ condition. For• while thereis.rfo~
ant knows of no Providence. He. has no care for des- still to be earned, who among the sons of Fu· apd
tiny. He is sturdy; his color is clay; his house is of Mu. Manchu has a moment to spare to seek a way
mud and &traw and in a few years it is gone, and by which his spirit may befreedfrom the rice bowl.
and the. teacup ... And if. a spare moment arisesJ
they both are no more.
who will tell him the things he has never hear_dc
who will erase his errors and write great t:r:uths .in<
large letters in his mind? The ·coolie passes his days
. · It is not otherwise with coolies. They are the as a cry in the night; his children ar~ at labor afte:r•
;hewers of wood and bearers of water in China. They dusk; the walls of his hom~e are' paper and barriboo;•.
.• were'.our house-servants in Chungking, our cham- and within. there is no. light. And in this darknes§;
•bermaids ··and shoeshine artists, our waiters and -there is breathing .and a sound of bodies and atJast
·
clea11ers, stokers and porters and launderers. They not even these.
What is true of the Chinese masses is fortunate!~/
are .the common laborer, subsisting on a standard
• never . known in Ame:rica. Where· millions of needy not true of many individuals who in a g e n e r a).·...
··.people compete for daily survival, the comparative.:. resume are likely to be caught up with the ma~fk
ly few jobs need little monetary reward to attract To add that I personally knew_ many such 'peop~~
many applicants: Coolies employed by foreigners, is hence not only incumbent upon me as an objec,and especially by Americans, were well paid, well tive observer, but also a pleasure as a warm friend.'
treat e d-comparatively. But our laundresses in. of China. (This is not at all. said patronizingly. I(
Clmngking received besides lodging and rice the am too kindly indebted to China and the Chinese
equivalent of $3.00 per month as late as April, 1945. for three years of their hospitality to permit my....
Table waiters in the American officers' quarters re- -self the error of patronage where interest, analysis
ceived little more-and these were respectable 'jobs. and a kind of reciprocal aid are intended.) The Chi~
Coolies in the city were not so well off_:a bowl of nese as· an individual is a conscientiou$, hard-~orR:
. dee and a bed of straw were their daily concern. ing person, with a broad sense of humor and an
and sufficient reward. I have seen rickshaw coolies inordinate affection for his fami~y. If he lacks spir~
sJeeping >on the footboard of their rickshaws with ituality in. any great degree, he may at .least be said
feet stretched out in the roadway. Human life and to have certain who)esome social attitudes. The
labor _are cheaper than beasts of burden. Coolies, Chinese is a democrat (Jeffersonian) by natur~.
leashed to heavily loaded. carts, strain and pant and He loves justice and humanity for all, except that
haul to .a rhythmic gasping chant as the sweat rolls t:l;ie wrongdoer, when apprehended, is quite ·hqm~n_.
down over bulging veins of temple and neck; flesh ly anxious for humanity of treatment rather than
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for jdstice. This is, of course, understandable .in a
country which employs capital punishment ·some, what capriciously for. minor offenses-:-if you will
allow one to beg the question whether any offense
against Righf can be adjudged minor.

The Social
Process
. The war may not,.flourish in China, but that country should be an excellent place for any type of
conference. The longer and less definite, the better.
Conferences must have begun in China. It is commonplace to find a crowd in the middle of the walk)
trying to settle by argument, conciliation and mediation a private quarrel between two passersby, between .husband and wife, or rickshaw coolie and
passenger, or between citizen and policeman. Generally ohe or two onlookers become attorneys, juries
anctjudges in the case, mildly stating their views,
re:rflonstrating with the principals and restraining
them from mutual assault and battery. Actually ,my
impression (verified by educated Chinese) is that.
both principals are more than happy to be so "restrained." from physical violence, the only reason
theJsimulate striking the opponent being a matte;,·
of ''face." .Evidently. the. Chinese crowd expects the
. really. valiant fellow to be the most aggressi'(~. Of
course the educated Chinese very much regret the
whole scene, especially if foreigners o b s e r v e it.
They, of. c9lirse, look upon private qucirrels in pub-.
1ic as extremely bad taste socially, and in addition,
they consider striking or the attempt at physical
violence a p r o o f. of inferiority on .the Confucian
basis. that anger is the fool's alternative to reason.·
Silch quarrels as I described above usually wind
up·innocously with both principals being.physicalopposite directions. by
ly, but not violently, le.d
public-spirited citizens, and the wide-eyed curious
crowd. gradually dissolves.
Aside from its comical aspect, however, these
spectacles give a striking demonstration of elementary but essential social processes in operation.
Watching these processes is almost like observing·
a panorama of the development of law from the
Hebrews through the Greeks and Romans. Chinese
life .is colorful, but only primary colors make it so
,-there are no combinations to qualify or complicate · the relationships or situations. Everything
lends itself to immediate analysis because of .its
simple, incontrovertible elements. Living in China
. .is as breathless an experience as that of Alice .in
Wor.:iderland ..

in

1'he Quaintness
and Warmth
Many situations are so quaint that the difference
is much less than that betwee11 tears and laughter;
it is just .the small difference of flexible lines otherwise curved, the difference, shall we say, between
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frowns and smiles, There is no room in China for
ipvolved emotional patterns. Duplicity is so openly
practiced it acquires a halo of honestly, and cordiality is so spontaneous and uninhibited that it.engenders suspicion. "Face" is a· great psychological
force in China; face-saving may involve the retention of a cabinet minister internationally known to
be corrupt; but in more than one s en s e the sojourner finds it necessary to accept the Chinese at
face value. They are ingenuously genuine, and like
the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, the arrival
at this realization by long experience I think m~ans
the birth of a deep affection for things and people
·
Chinese.
A Chinese friend is as likely to entertain. you lavishly for no reason save his undisguised affection
for you as he is to place his personal and official resources and influence at your disposal. If he con:..
siders . you a desirable friend, you thereby obta,in
the pr1vileged status of a member of the family in
addition to the. consideration and courtesies accord:.
ed a guest . .It' is a bit overpowering to be made
much of in a way Americans rarely do even toward
very distinguished people, but the h Q s pi table
warmth of a Chinese heart radiates and glows and
infuses those about him.
Yet even the greatest pleasure seems to be limited .by time and space for the Chinese.. I believe
they lack an inner source of happiness and therefore need ·to depend on external stimuli. Their
smiles embrace their friends. And the smiles linger
·until the hearth burns low; then there are many
ashes, but the light has failed, and the warmth being.
absorbed was not replenished. And after the guests
departed, not one ember was left glowing, and there
were empty chairs and soiled dishes, and besides
this, only a stillness, the kind of quiet which sus.,
pends a question in silence; asking of what value
and to what end? Apd the people of the house \.vent
shivering to their rooms. For no answer could be
given, and it was late, And nobody saw the tongues
of fire that were trying to light their souls and
warm, their spirits. And so every day there was
warmth, but it was always used up by dusk. Their
friends used it, and they used their friends' warmth.
And they had no other source. And there was no
continuous warmth in them· at all .

'fhe present issue consists of 32 instead of 24 pages •
It is an enlarged· number in view of the combination
of" two summer issues into one. 'fhis is the JuneJuly issue .appearing about the· last week of June.
'fhe next issue will be fo1'.. the months of August
and September and will also be eight .pages larger
than usual. · It is scheduled to appear about the
third week of August. Apart from these two
combinations during the summer season,, THE
CALVlN FORUM will continue to appear every month
as heretofore..
·
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Why Did God Perinit Sin?
Egbert Lubb,ers
Professor-elect of the Social Sciences
The American UniVersity
Cairo, Egypt

NFEIGNED curiosity into things that genuII
. inely matter constitutes one basic requireThe statement of the question, "Why did God
ment for the acquisition of knowledge. permit sin?" involves a number of highly specific
There are always those who would rest con- assumptions. It is obviously requisite that the .astent on top of the pile that others have accumu- · sumptions implied in the problem be accepted· be'"
lated; these never struggle beyond the fringes of ~fore it is possible to attempt a solution. Not every.tradition. There are also those who feel that any one can legitimately .ask this. question; not every
.endeavor to read the mind of God is a blasphemous one would feel it incumbent to propose such c:tn i~.:..
presumption whose only result is an ever increasing quiry. The problem itself is an outgrowth of a defi..
sense.of futility with the intelligibility of life!
ni te .organization·. of. doctrin~, For. example,· to .the
pantheist
the subject of this paper does not make
"Why, all the Saihts. and Sages who discussed
Of the two ·Worlds so wisely-they are. thrust
sense;. he would not be impe,lled by his thinking to
Like foolish Prophets forth; their W:ords to Scorn
pose the.. question. On the other hand, for the tl}orAre scattered, and their Mouths are stopped with Dust."
oughgoing materialistic evolutionist ·there js no
(FitzGerald, Edward, Rubaiyat of. Omar Khayyam)
problem, because evil is. a natural quality of man
And there .are certainly those whose pragmatic self- which the force of. a progressive environment
interest prevents them from ever seeing . farther eventually slough off. One must have certain nothan their own proverbial noses and who dogmati- tions about God, about sin, and about the universe
cally. assert that the proper pursuit of knowledge before one may validly ask, "Why did God permit
··
consists of man's efforts to reconstruct his own sin?".
mooring::; so as to increase his hold on life as he
Who is God that he possesses the power or fa?ulty
lives it here below. Pope was one of these ~hen he. of permitting sin? The God of revel.ation is first· df
wrot.e:
.
all personaJ in order to be able to permit sin. ~he
"Know then thyself, presume not God to scan,
essential element ih permission is that of free vo.lb
'l'he proper study of mankind is Man."
tional activity. A universal substance, or ultinJ.at'e
form,
or supreme idea, in which all the stuff. of ~l(e
K:Q.owledge is a single totality. Whatever the obuniverse
inheres is incapable of conscious·. adiofi. ...
j~ctives of faith may be, certain it is that these must
The
concept
of. permission is c:t palpable absurdity,
be of onepiece with the knowledge that our senses
is
completely
at odds with such a promulgation of
extract from the phenorrienal world. Unless we are
reality
..
Thus,
we are limited to a theistic conc~p
prepared to abandon such fundamental laws of logic
tion
of
God
who
enjoys personality. Further, it is
as the non-contradiction of m u t u a 11 y exclusive
pbstulated
that
God
is omnipotent, that he coul¢l.
propositions, there remains an inner validity imhave
prevented
evil.
Any
God like the chess player'
plicit in every adventure that mind undertakes td
of
William
James
in
his
"Will
to Believe,'' who is
exp,lore areas where empirical methods are inapplilimited
by
the
complete
liberty
of human action·
cable and to piece together truths whose apprehenwould
have
been
incapable
by
definition
of coristtlsion. is the result of thought rather than demonstraering
the
alternative
of
allowing
or
disallowingjhe
tidn, .puch attempts applied to the discovery of ultimate values and reality on the basis of observations entrance of·evil into the human race. Further, only
on the universe at large are design:ated philosophy. a description of a God that entertained a purpose in
However, when revelation becomes the foundation permitting sin is tolerable to the human mind. This
of these efforts, there results an organization of must be accepted axiomatically, since it is impossb
thought that may properly be denominated specu- ble to prove directly by explicit statement from the
lative theology. This species of reflection on su- Scriptures. A capricious God is unthinkable to ouT
preme reality is not inductive in its direction; it is way of thinking. A complete analysis of the God indeductive and tak~ its major and minor prerrii.ses volved in our problem would require a catalOg. 6f
from the Scripture. Thus our pr es e nt problem~ ·an His attributes. The final thought to be mentioned
·"Why did God permit sin?" is a venture in the is the holiness of a God who is limited to rermitting
realms ot speculative theology and is to be consid:.. sin instead of actively concocting it, since the direct
ered an attempt to .understand the mind of God. in production of .evil would contaminate His nature
terms of secondary truth revealed in Scripture with inconsistency.
The second consideration that devolves upon the
about the nature of God and sin. and the relation o-f
investigator of this problem is that of sin. What is
· God. to various aspects of the universe.

U
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sin.that God rnust not be contami.nated with it, but
't:gat :Eie must nevertheless control? If siri is ign9rance, there is nothing for God to permit. If sin is
a: natural stage in the devefopment of human ..progtess, God is unable to permit or not to permit it.
If sin is lack of God-consciousness, as Schleiermacher maintains, then permission is hardly an adequate word to describe God's relation to it. The only,
definition of sin that our question warrants is one
that makes specific activity on the part of man the
means of separation from God. Man or some other
i:ntelligent peing thus becomes the originator of sin;
he also bears the results which he himself instigated. God is distinct from this act because of His
transcendence; hence "permit" is a word that retaills ~eaniilg in the framework of supporting conceptp.
A ·third and final assumption that· even a cursory
treatment of our subject must comprehend is the
··. elu.sive question, "Can God permit?". To state this
more drastically, is it possible for a hply God whose
. activity c11nnot be besmirched by even a mediaterelationsliip to sin to all.ow the occurrence of evil when
Jt is. .within his immediate power tq prevent its ac. complishment? In other words, can we legitimately
construe permission of sin with untainted morality?
S~edd iUumities this aspect of the problem.· by disti.riguishing between. the relationship of man to the
morality of permitting sin and the status of God toW~td>th~ s~me factors'. ."Man maynot ~ermi~ sin,
pe,cau,se. he ,IS Un~er ~ comma~d that forbids him ~O
~t~m1L1t, e1~her m himself or m ot~ers .. But 0od is .
:,1:1?~ thus obliged by th: ~9mmand of a sup:r.wr, to,
hii:der the created will !rom s~lf-~etermmmg, to
e";1l,; . He ':'as bo~nd by h1s own Justice and eqmty
19 ..render 1t. possible that man shoul~ not s:lf~det~rm~ne to .evil· · · But. h~ wa~ not bou1!d ·m Just:i-ce
a11d .eqmty to make 1: mfalli~l~, certam that man
woµld ~ot self-determme to evil. (~. G. T. Shedd,
Dogmatic Theology, p. 410.) There is no reason to
. assume that God cannot permit sin because man
rnay not allow others to commit sin if it is within
:man's province to prevent it.
However, there is actually a more se:Vererelation.,
ship that may be proposed as subsisting between
{iod and sin. From the question, "Can God permit
sin?" one may infer, "DOes God permit sin or does
he actually direct its eventuation in the lives of
men?"'. Although most of us would prefer to. ex-"
onerate Calvin of the charg~ of making God the .
author of sin, it is nevertheless adumbrated, if not
explicitly stated· in at least one passage. from the .
Institutes. "Hence, a distinction has been invented
between doing and permitting, because to many it
seemed altogether inexplicable how Satan and all
'. the. wicked are so under the hand andauthority. of
God, that He. directs their malice to whatever end
He pleases, and employs their iniquities to execute
His judgments; The modesty of those who are thus
alar:med at the appearance ·of absurdity might per•··. haps be excused, did.they not.endeavor to vindicate

the justice of God from every sernblarice .of stigma
by defending an untruth ... Hence, recourse is .had
to .the evasion that this is done only by permission,
and not also by the will of. God. He Himself,-hoWever, openly declaring that He does this, repudiates
the evasion." (John Calvin, Institutes, Book I, Chap~
XVIIL) This is a harsh doctrine stated with all the
confidence of a man who has diligently searched
the Scriptures and who· has thought through the
entire system of Christian doctrine based on God,'s
word. This kind 0£ thinking cannot sirnply be dis'missed as the malevolence of an intellectual manic
depressive. Sin is undoubtedly under the direct em-:
ployment of a sovereign God. It is subject to HiS
will. How can such an ass~rtion remaill .consistent
with God's holiness? The direction that the solu"'
tion to this apparent antinomy must take is the .care
ful definition or distinction in the manner God·
"wills" sin. Here again Shedd makes a happy con-'
tribution. "Again, when the permissive decree is
dominated by the Divine will, the term 'will' is em:..
ployed in the narrow sense of volition, ,not in the
wide sense of inclination. The will of God, iri this
case, is only a particular decision, in order to some
ulterior end," (Op. cit;, p. 407.)
III
The problem .of· "Why Did God Perro.it Sin?" is
ultimately one of relationships. God permitted sin,
or willed sin permissively, however one cares tQ
express it, not because the exigencies of His own
creatiOJl required its occurrence, but because thg·
fulfillment of all creation's purposes in terms· of the
nature of God'.s own being demanded the possibility that sin might enter the universe. In order to
provide the pegs on which the description .of these /
relationships may be fastened, the discussion that
follows entertains four c,oncepts. It is hoped that
this manner of presentation will summarize all the
important aspects of the problem.
The.first important concept is that of sovereignty .
If one were to arrange one's thinking about thesov-

ereignty of God in the form.of a syllogism, the truth
would seem almost .self-evident. If God is rieces-.
sarily infinite, and if power i~ one of His perfec~
tions, then His omnipotence follows. The only other
alternative for a personal God is t.hat of ~illiam
James who considered God to be finite,-one who
seemingly sweated and struggled alongside of man
to overcome the defects of the uni.verse and to
achieve. perfection. "The creator's plan of the universe would thus be left blank as to many of its
actual details, but all the possibilities. would be
marked down. The realization of some of these
would l:>e left absolutely to chlnce; that is, woul.d
only, be determined when· the moment of realization
came." William James, Essays, Will to Believe,. Etc;,
"The Dilemma of Determinism," pp·. 182-183.) To
speak of the finitude of God see~s almol)t a. contradiction of terms. A finite God stands as helpless be.:.
fore .the problems of life as man; one does not p,.ray
to such a God; one merely suggests for mutual con'.'
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sideratiol1. If the soy.ereignty of God fa established, .
there arises. the thought of its limits,. Is God sover:eign over every minute detai} in the life of the uni· · verse, or is His sovereignty bounded by sin so that
on.Ir good and. so-called neutral occurrences an cl
·existences are 1 subject to His will? Jesus ul1.doubtedlythought in terms of the former, for he spoke of
the hairs of one's head being numbered, and of the
Father causing His sun to shine upon both the evil
and the just, and of the life of a sparrow as being
under His jurisdiction. Does this sovereignty over
everything include sin? Isaiah seemed to concur in
this position when he represented God in Isaiah as
saying, "I form the light, and create darkness. I
make peace and create evil. I am Jehovah, that doetfr all these thfngs." The sovereignty of God thus
includes the disposition of evil. A .deeper analysis
would seek the solution of the relationship of God
to the .initiation of evil. What part does. God play
in. the actual commission of sin? Does He merely
superintend it, or is he actually one of the participating elements? The answer seems to lie in the
composite causality inherent in the very fabric of
the universe. Every effect is the focµs of a multi..:
:r>iic~tY of causes each of which in turn was an effect
brought about · by another series of · causes. The
sovereignty .of God is a natural corollary of the relationship of thin.gs; events, and persons in the uni'verse.· God is in touch with every sin only to the
>;effect that he has established the relationship which
roqts it down to .the causes that precede it. That
in .itself is sufficieni.to provide as co:thplete a sovereignty over the universe as the most ardent Calvinistcould desire, It is thus that the impingement .of
God's wi11 is the. successive arrangement of ci:tcumj.:.sfances that·progress throughout the history of the
~j en.ti.re universe. The core of the entire matter 1s
.. the problem of how effective the personality of man
r is. as a cn~ative factor in the progression of events,
things, and. people in the universe. The discussion of that relationship is postponed to the treatment of the concept of man's· freedom.
. 0entral to the Calvinistic organization. of Bibli-'
caldoctrine is tlie concept of tµe glory of God. The
phrase among the devout has almost become a superstitious answer to all the questions that men
wol).ld like to ask God. The idea of the glory of God
·is a<lirect. correlative to that of His sovereignty.
·Hodge translucently summarizes this position when
he writes: "The Lutheran and Reformed churches
are distinguished in all that characterizes their
theological systems by the fact that the latter allow
the. supremacy and sovereignty of God in the workings of His providence and grace to determine
·everything for His glory: The Bible, Augustine; and
the Reformed give one. answer to all such questions
as.the following: why did God create the world?
Why did .. He permit the occurrence. bf sill? Whg
was salvation provided for.men ·and not for angels?
... It is therefore in accord with the whole spirit
and teachings of the Bible, and with the essential
character· of Augustinial1ism, that our stanuards
1
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make thE( glo:ry of .God the .end of .all his de.crees,"
Charles Hodge, j Systematic Theology, Vol. I;·pp ..
536-537.) On the other hand there is Dr .. Brunner
Who flatly says, "The Bible has nothing to say abo\lt
a Gloria Dei which fulfills itself in the misery of
the damned." Emil Brunner, The· Divine-Hum(ln
Encounter,. p. 124.) Does the occurrence of si!l actually glorify God? Obviously not, since it is a per-:version of God's will. The relationship is rather to
be sought in that the occurrence of sin provides .the
occasion for the accomplishment of God's glOry.
More than that, the occurrence ·of sin is the result
of the requirements of God's glory. The glory. 9f
Goddemands at least the following prerequisite$:
(1) conformity to His will (2) the voluntary reh·
dition of such conformity (3) a conscious reflection
that such conformity is pleasing to God. The firs.t
of these constituents requires no exposition; it is
almost axiomatic. The second element is not so ob·
VlOUS. This means that any conformity that is yield:.
ed under compulsion is not God-glorifying. In
other words, if God must compel the very conformity He demands, He.cannot be glorified. In order.to
make possible the "vpluntariness" of t}J.is o]:)edi.,.
en~e, God was under the necessity of cteat~l\g ..a:
being whose essential nature .provided the freedom· ·
to decide· whether he wished to conform· or./not.
Thus the freedom of man becomes the postulatejfot .·
the glory of God. Although the .thirditem:--'--a con; •.
scious reflection that such conformity is pleasing ·fr)·
God--is tangent. to our discussion, it deserves ·at ·
least a momentary analysis in passing. An example
makes thiscl~ar, A cow does not glorifyGod in tne.
direct sense, because she is not consciously exerci$:-.
ing the freedom to o15ey. It is only because man.is.~··;
enabled to reflect upon tpe treme.ndous energythS}f
God has placed in the universe, that he utilizes tpi~ .
cow for the free accomplishment of his purpo~e.s. •·
In this God is glorified. Where man does not .me.~i~:<}
ate this glory; the angels do. .
• j .· ,.
The successive arrangement of our thoughts ne.x:r···
lead us to analyze the nature of man's freedom that·•.·
is required in orde.r to be God-glorifying'. More spe; J
cifically, how free is man? Man's freedom may. ~e
said to consist of a capacity to set up goals and.: to · .
pursue a course of action suitable to the achieve,.,.
ment of such goals. When such goals are in cohf
formity to the expressed .will of God, man .is fre.e.
to modify his activity in the direction of their ••
achievement. When such goals are not in conform~
ity to God's revealed will, man's activity in their
pursuit is negated by the consequences of sin. Wnat .·
determines the e s t a b 1 i sh m e n t of goals to be ·
achieved? The predisposition of one's genes who$e
:pr9clivities teach back into the successive ances~
tries of each individual, the arrangement of the circumstances by a sovereign God, and .the force o:f
personality whose propensities at any one .moment
are patterned upon the experience of the individ~
ual, are the decisive factors in the impact that the
individual makes upon the establishment of his. own
goals. Man's freedom thus becomes a matter of th·e

self-realization of latencies; personality is the or.,.
ganized pattern that this freedom takes. From this
point of ·view, sin is the proof of man's freedom.
The latencies that went to comprise Adam's freedom consisted of his finiteness, his innocence, his
speculative knowledge of evil, and the arrangement
'of the circumstances about the 'probationary command that confronted him. If Adam would have
ftilfilled. God's will, it would have been a voluntary,
. conscious conformity to the demand of God for the
achievement of His glory. The faCt that Adam
sinned was a function of the dependent volition
with which God endowed him to fulfill His glorydependent upon the aforementioned constituents of
man's freedom, which inturn are under the immediate control of a sovereign God. God remains sovereign since causes remairi under His control, and
since>He ordains the laws of cause and effect in the
universe. Brunner's analysis is apropos at this
point. ''As man remains bound to God even in sin,
so sin is also the proof of his God-bestowed power
to make decisions for· himself. Nowhere in the Bible
is God made responsible for sin. Even the strong-est. emphasis upon the omnipotence of God has its
delimitation at this point which is never ()Verstepped, It is not as if God did no1t .have power
over sin: He Himself reserves this sphere of freedom for man; He Himself, after all, in the creation
of mah in His own image made him a free counterpart of ;Himself~manwho can ~efy .Him, who can
rebel against Him," (Op. ·cit., pp. 134-135.)
.If God permits the exercise of man"s freedom to
,become effective in specific activity that results in
· separation from Himself, what is the relationship
bfGod to morality? It is clear from our definition
bf sin and fron:i- the scope and direction of man's
freedom that God stands abo.ve morality. The application of moral concepts to God is a patent abstirdity. One can scarcely think of God stealing
·when everything is His, or of God committing adul• trry when He is not a creature of sex, or of Godly.· . irig when everything He wills is truth. All of our
thinking about morality and God centers about the
application of intellectual criteria-such as the consiS,tency of His attributes. When God permits sin,
. if is not the morality of this transaction that we
seek to explore, but rather the consistency-the
possibility; God's truth, too, is not a matter of
morality; it consists of the uniform extension of
His being and activity.
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IV
We now propose to summarize the discussfon by
extracting seven propbsitions that will demonstrate
the direction in which our solution must proceed:
1) Only a theistic God whose personality is active
in the creation and direction of the universe can
permit sill.
2) The kind of sin that such a God can permit consists of a specific activity that leads to separation from Himself and to the attempted abortion
of His glory.
3) The permission of sin on the part of Godjs that
aspect of His volition that brings about a specific.
act as a means to some ulterior end .by means of
His power over causes.
4) The sovereignty of God remains unimpaired in
God's control over sin because of his control over.
causes.
5) The .glory of Qod requires that conformity .to
His will be conscious and voluntary .. Involuntary obedience can ·never be. God:glorifying.
6) The .freedom of man consists of his capacity to
set up goals and to pursue a course of action
that will result in the achievement of those goals.
God i.~ glorified when these goals are according .
to HiS Will.
7) God stands above morality in His reh1tionship
to the initiation Of sin. The entrance 'of· sin .is
the resuit of the exercise of man's freedom. The
exercise of this freedom is operative Only on
conditions that God controls.
God's permission of sin, therefore, is based. upon
the derhands of God's glory; the possibility of God's
permission of sin is in man's endowed freedom for
the purpose of achieving this glory of God; the con"."
trol of sin, once permitted, is the exercise of God's
sovereignty. God's re-creation of man's ability to
utilize his freedom for the glory of God. is the regeneration of man by the Holy Spirit through
Christ. Once more man desires to conform to God's
standards and thus. contributes to the ultimate :teali-:zation of the.best possible world where love reigns·
supreme.
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~dji.isting

the Balances or
Tipping the Scales
Henry

J. Ryska:mp

Professor of Ec,onomks
Calvins"College.

·q)··.
· URING the war the settlement of other

..· .·. • ·.· ·•·.· · · . iss.ues.and problems than .the def.eating of
the enemy was in most instances forgotten or ignored. The occasion for some.
problem situations, unemployment, for example,
was· removed. The settlement of some vexing issues
was.undertaken, but with the reservation that after
the war. ·the 'matters would really be disposed of.
Now that.the unjust foe in Europe has been defeated and. the crushing d e f e a t of the unscrupulous
enemy in the far East is but a matter of time, the
scales·· of justice have been brought out again and
men are beginning to weigh in the balances matters which they would .not or could not consider
during the war.

International Justice Difficult to Achieve

Cooperation Possible
and Necessary·
In spite of the frictions, the obvious lack of com.::
plete unanimity on the part of the allies, the c,o..,
operation between them has been remarkable, and
their successes even greater than we might haye
had reason to expect. The most coopeFative meni".'
ber of the allied nations we often say was, of cou,rse,
the United States. And the critic in this country
does not hesitate to tell us that .the United States
has played the sucker .role again. Why, in theJight,
of the recent revelations of barbarism and inhu~
manity in Europe, we should be regarded ..as be.ing
suckers for having thrown <l'll we cou,ld int() the effort to destroy the enemy, regardless of the co:ritri, .
bution of others, is hatd to understand. We Were
.. fighting the evil as well as the others, and were
bound' to do all we could: What such critics appa.r.,.
ently mean is. that we threw everything we had int()
the struggle and will not get much out· of. it. The
first task for us was to win the war and to have '"
done less than we did would have been detriment~!'
to ourselves as· welt.as to .others. To that extent We
were not suckers.

··Some. matteFs were settled before the scales ·could
be dusted off so that they would not have to be put
in the delicate bala.nces. That seems to have been
<the case il1 some of the international settlements
s made by certain of the gr,eat powers before the war
.came to an endin Europe. Now that .the scales have
' been brought. out. and justice demands that they be Self-Interestedused, each party to an issue seeks to tip the scales Yet Sincere
~o th.at they favor him. Meting out justice! Many
That. even now we are letting Stalin and Churc!"l-;
rega:rcl the Pfesent attempts with scorn. The bal- ill treat us as. the . generous fool may betrue:. So:b:r?:
/a11ceshave bee11 tampered with they say. Who can think it is. Magnanimity, generosity, giving rathe;r
expect th.e'. scales ·of justice to weigh accurately in than insistence on receiving will be necessary ,on·
such a case? "The world is in a mess, and the mess the. part of all those who have the power tQ make..·
is eveµ worse now than it was. before. the war." No and back up the peace. It is the absence of that at":
dolibfthere is much truth in their contentions. What titude and the presence of its opposite that mak~si
they ssay is, however; not new, and ce~tainly not for trouble. That is the real cause of ~concern at
helpfl.11 at a time when every .One realizes that some- present. We are certain that Stalin is. looking .out
thing must be done. Admit that the world today is for Russia. He has already <;lone so, and is doing
in a mess greater than ever before and one is sim- so even while his delegates are carrying on in the
.demonstration of internationalism that is taking·
ply admitting that the challenge to do something
place in San. Francfsco .. He is not permitting every;about it is greater thari ever before. Who would exthing to be thrown into the balances. He is weigh..,.
pect perfection now if he.knows man; or knows the
ing many himself, . and apparently adjusting. the
record of human·events? Who, except one who has scales in his favor. Churchill has openly .saidwhaf
no ideals,' aspirations, hopes, or faith would sit back his intentions are with reference to the British Emand do nothing. about it? Now, if ever, we need pire. Nothing is to be liquidated. Much isl() be ·.. · ..
faith and vision; now if ever, if huniart history gives bolstered up and strengthened. France, c()fl.sic:lered
us any. perspective,. we must not permit ourselves a year or two ago to have disappeared as a gr~~t1:i~h
to be deluded into expecting or insisting on too ti on, and now. rest9red thr-ough the work o:f t}i~ ~~
much;
lies, is already. up to her neck in .difficulti~$~ ~$fie
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.also is looking to her possessions and.to her defences. Nor are we, going to give up anything of
value to ourselves. we a.re, indeed, going to add. to
our defences; Behind the front at San Francisco,
therefore, some men observe, the great powers are
first tp.king care of themselves and perhaps getting
into positions which may make future quarrels inevitable.
This is no doubt too severe an indictment. The
great nations are at present obviously sincere in
desining an organization to maintain peace and prevent war. But like all of us individuals, they desire
it only after they have secured what they consider
their vested interests. In .that respect the end of
.tliis war does not see us much farther. The terrible
lessons of the war may, however, help us see the
va.lue.of such organizations as are navy being set
up, and they may, we hope, make meh more willihg to. use them, even at the eventual sacrifice of
some of. their own interests. What is more, the sincere attempt at making political and economic in:.
ternationalism work should make such vested interests worth less and less in the future.

.·Big Business
.lfipping the Scales?
Now that peace is in sight business management,
large as well as small, and labor are laying before
the. public issues. which were soft.:pedaled during
.the war. Each of these interests is presenting its
case ih the hope that when the matters of vital concern to it are weighed in the balances .the scales
may tip in its favor.
Financial statements of large business concerns
that have come off the press in the last few months
· have been most interesting. They have brought out
by ineans ()f charts, curves and illustrations the
trends 'of earnings, taxes and dividends ill such a
wa:y that any one who can read and' see can interpret the 'information for himself. These statemehts
shqw clearly that although the volume of business
and .of gross earnings have increased tremendously,
net earnings, after all taxes have been paid, and
dividends have not gone up correspondingly. They
prove that the increase in the share of the returns
.which has .gone to labor is. much greater than the
'increase in the share that has gone to the owners
of industry. And the owners of industry, understandably, are clamoring for reduction in taxation
and removal of many of the controls over business.
Big business sees the opportunities and the struggle,s that lie ahead in the post war years and wa.nts
to make its influence felt as soon as possible. It
knows, as its charts show, that net profits, in the
fo:rm of divi.dends have not increased in proportion
to the earnings of other economic groups ...It can··
not deny .that the great increase ih demand for its
pr0ducts has been caused by the war and that much
of the. unusual gross profit should be ;returned to
the nation as awhole rather than to the stockhold238

ers. That it should want this diversion of· earnings
tothe people to stop once tlie wa:r is over is alsoto
be understood. Nevertheless industry must not now
seek to tip the scales too greatly in its own favor;

Business has Duties
as .well as Rights
Not only in time of war but also in peace busin~ss
owes much to organized society for maintaining
order, enforcing contracts, mp.h1taining transportation routes and supporting transportation systems,
maintaining and supporting the m o n eJ a r y and
cr~dit systems, and aiding in maintaining economic
balance. Taxes and government control should. not ·
be reduced to such an extent -that government does
not· have income enough to carry on such functions
as have just been mentioned. There should not now
be such emphasis on individual and corporate property rights that other human rights are jeopardized.
That. vyould be .tipping the scales of justice unfairly.
It should be prevented and. forestalled with, however, due recognition of the necessary social function which business performs.
The •business man has a function which society
should do everything possible not only to protect
but to enlarge, fo:r the good not only of the .business
men but of all of society. In determining to what
extent to reduce taxes, for example, we should not
listen to business men who have no sense of their ·
social obligation nor should we listen .to the socalled reformer .who thinks, or rather dreams, only
of the new social system in which he and others
may be cared for without doing much to care for
themselves.

Small Business Clamors
for a Hearing
"Small Business" feared that .the mass procluction made necessary by the war would mean its demise. Its fears have not been realized. Business
has been good for both smalland large firms. During the depression independent business men feared
and fought the development of. the chains. They
secured chain store and anti 7monopoly legislation
of various kinds. Now that post war opportunities
are opening up small business interests are clamoring again for protection and assistance. They also
want to make their influence felt while there is opportunity. They have been at a disadvantage in
securing capital and have not been ab.le to build
up large reserves. They feel that they cannot compete where large organizations have a monopoly or
semi-monopoly hold on the market.
They must remember that without the standardization and mass production which. large scale l:msiness made possible we could not have won the war
and could not hope to maintain our high standards
of living in the future. They are right in insisting
that small business has a place and a function as
well as large. It is from 'the small business men
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that we frequently get our new ideas, it is the small
business man who often has the initiative to put
these new ideas into practice, it is the small busi.ness man who has sufficient incentive or motivation
to work hard at his business, for his returns are.
largely his own.

Our Task and
OpportuJ:llty

We could mention many other instances of dif,.
ficulties with reference to which men are appar~nt::
ly unaple. to agree, except perhaps to disagree. A11d
we could follow the course of least resistance and
say, ''The world is in a mess; there is nothing we ·
can do about it/' Are there not, however, general
ideas of justice that are common to· p.ll m~n, comLabor Deserves·
mon even to all nations? In facing the perplexing
Full Employment
problems of today we can at least begin with these
Labor has profited greatly during the war. It and attempt to apply them to the cases before us.
fears, however, that wages will drop when peace What is more, we can make cooperative attempts to
comes and it wishes to peg them now. It has won get at the facts in each ·case.
·· agreat measure of social securitY'and.,hopes to exIn spite of the fact that each party to a situa.tion
tend that measure soon by the broadening of the is set on having its own way the discovery and the.
social security act. It has enjoyed a measure of err1- publication of the facts may have a good effect. Disploy:inent for the last three years that was undream'- cussion of the facts, even if all the facts. are riot
ed of ten years ago. With the uncertainties of re- available or are not agreed upon by all the interest.:
conversion and peace time production in prospect it ed parties, will be enlightenihg to right minded
is now clamoring for full eniploymept. It is ill favor .. men. Certainly if all men and all nations~are bent
of such action as· proposed by the "Full Employment upon having a greater measure of freedom they
Bill of 1945," introducl!d in the Senate last January must know the whole truth of a situation, not just
by Senator Murray of Montana. Labor wants pur- one side, but both sides or all sides of the truth.
We may at least hope that the present attempts
poseful action, want.s a plan, wants an end. to the
.patchwork methods that we have used iu the past to get at every aspect of a particular matter through
to maintain employment. If it gets its way here and national or international organizations will make
in England, where. the Beveridge plan is being dis- for better and. more durable solutions to our vexing
cussed, a considerable. measure of social govern- problems. 'That the solutions will not be durable
mental action will be required to maintain employ- unless all agree on the real facts, the real truth of
the matter is only too true .. It is the .task, therefol'e, ·
ment.
of all concerned, particularly ..the Christian, to gefat
In this regard too we must move with caution.· and to present every side of a case, . especially .th~
. We must have as full employment as is possible. right side. It is the duty of the Christian to pre~ent
Thatjs no more than fair to labor, and it is for the not only certain aspects of the truth, halt-truthl);
best interest of us all. We must, however, consider b.ut the whole truth, God's truth in the matt~r'.. That'
·
all. measures for the achievement of this end care- is our task and our opportunity today.
fully. The line between freedq:in of action on the
one hand and government control or regimentation
Most of our subscriptions run out with this issue
on the other is a wavering and indistinguishable .
and are renewable with the August issue. Is y01tr&?
one. )\/Ieasure for full. employment must preserve
Look at the address label. If it is, will you help us
the freedom of individuals and of busines,s firms but
by sending- your renewal promptly? Thank you.
must not lead to regimentation. There are great
dangers in both extremes.
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Bow: Jesus Dealt w:ith Doubt

.
L

EVI theCalc.ula. tor could never ba.ve writ.ten
. the climax of Matthew's Gospel. But when
.·
· Jesus· by his kingly grace re-made the publi. .can, Matthew. the apostle wrote these words
for. a lasting testimony:
"But the .. eleven disciples went into Galilee, unto the
mountain where Jesus had appointed them. And when
they saw him; they worshipped him; but some doubted.
An~ Jesus came to them and spake unto them saying, All
authority hath been given unto me in heaven· and on
. earth. Go ye therefore, and make dii:iciples of ~p the
·nations, baptizing them into the name. of the Father and
of the. Son and of the Holy. Spirit; teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I commanded you; and lo, I
,am with you always, even. unto the end. of the world."

... Like Levi the Calculator, I tarried a. long time in
:. the booth and rang \1p the changes'. Then I played
'< . .initarid likea child ,imagined it to be a blockhouse.
picked up an armful and preached a sermon on
The Great Commission; I returned for a few more
Blocks and held forth.on·the Trinity; r came back
£qi more and got a mesfage on Holy Bap~ism. It
t wa$ surprising how many trips one could make;
One might say that Matthew 28: 16-20 is a very re:warding passage; it was just jampacked with sermonic material. Meanwhile Matthew was walking
with the Lord while I tarried in thetollgate. Matthew had become an apostle while I remained a
time~server, Time came when I tired 0£ playing; I
scattered the blocks and. threw them into the air
µntil three blocks hit me squarely in. the face. As
t}iey fell on the ground together they spelled out
three· words: but• some doubted. The familiar blo.cks
s~emed very strange. .L turned to those about me
a.JJ,d .asked if they could tell the meaning and this is
wgat they. said.
.
'.One of.the bystanders, who stood apart from the
rest, said: "It appears that some of the disciples
doubted the resurrection of J.esus from the dead."
But all the .others made common cause against thi::
lone bystander and overwhelmed him with so many
arguments and reasonings that he soon withdrew
frorri the group and went his own way. The rest,
. left to themselves, soon broke up into two camps.
One·. group averred that not even Thomas could at
: this stage doubt the resurrection of Jesus. But
some of the disciples did doubt the identity of Jesus.
HiS tn:anifestation was so majestic and awe.:.inspirifig that they failed to recognize the Lord. Had not
Mary mistaken Jesus for the. gardener? Upon first
· 11.earing, this sounded plausible; but the others. had
.tfie.tmusual, good sense of reminding them thatthe
cibubtirig disciples had first worshipped Jesus. How

/r
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John Weidertaar

Minister Fuller Avenue Church
Grand Rapids, Michigan

could the disciples doubt the identity of.one whom
they had first worshipped? There was no way of
getting around this. The force of this argument was,
however, too great even for its advocates; for if
all of· the disciples had worshipped the Lord, .how
then could any one of them entertain any doubts
at all T At this point one of the group who was given
to much reading and research, had an "inspir:ation.' 1 .
It wm; very simple, said he, .if one only put two am:l ·
two together. Paul was called to the rescue. Paul
had written that our. Lord had appeared to tn:ore
than five hundred brethren at one time. The appearancerecorded. by Matthew was the same as the
one narrated .by Paul. The ,,term "disciples" co111c::l
easily be appliedjn a general way so as to iµclude
the five p.undred. Accordingly; some. of the five
hundredc...'._but surely not one of the eleven disciples·.
-must have doubted .. Presto! The problem· was
solved. Triumphantly, the entire group went its
way and left the ~rstwhile player-in-the-booth.to
himself.
·
When. he came to ·himself, he. ~as staring·. at •the
blocks. He. turned over the discussion in .his mind
and fingered the blocks. He did not object to the
·appeal to Paul. He. was satisfied that much might
be said, on other grounds, in favor of equating' the
Galilean. appearance with that to the five··· hundred
reported in I Corinthians 15. But the rub of it was
that Matthew ~as not thinking of the five :hundred.
He spoke only of the eleven disciples. Try a.S he
would, he could not escape the plain sense of the ·
words; some. of the, eleven disciples doubted; At
length, he decided to follow Matthew. Catchingup
with Matthew, he found himself in the presence of
Jesus.

*

*

·*

How did Jesus deal with doubt? He came to the
doubting disciples. He did not ignore them; he did
not condemn them. He understood the need they
had of him. Like a firm handclasp he restored thefr
confidence by showing that he had not lost faith in
them. How much it must have meant to these·
doubting di~ciples that Jesus approached them!
But our Lord is not merely a backslapping 'hailfellow'"well-met' kind of a person. He not ony came
to them; he also had something to say. What he
said was to. the point and served to meet .head..:on
the doubt which troubled them.
What did some of the disciples doubt? Since We
have rejected the theories that some of the disciples
doubted the fact of Jesus' resurrection and that
they doubted the identity of Jesus at the Galilean
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appefirance, it.is incumbent upon us to. explain· the
doubt. Matthew 28 ~ontains three paragraphs. The
first treats .of the fact of Jesus' resurreetion; the
next reports the denial of it by the1eaders of the
Jewish Church; our paragraph may be described
as the confession of the Risen· Lord by the eleven
disciples.•in contradistinction to the ,denial of the
chief priests and elders. Observe the sharp contrast
between the attitudes of the Jewish .Church leaders
on the one hand and the eleven disciples on the
other hand..We c;:tn better appreciate this contrast
when we turn to the remote context in Matthew 12,
23, an<\ 24,
.
Matthew 23 reports Jesus' scathing denunciation
of the scribes and Pharisees. In this sevenfold 'Woe
unto you, .scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites,' our
Lord .excoriates the leaders of the Jewish Church.
They had utterly defiled the house of God. . They
had made G;odts house their house and. transformed
it into a den of thieves and murderers. How Jesus
lash.ed them and seared them :with his blazing philippic! It wastoo much for the disciples of Jesus.
They could not take it. They were as yet 'unable to
co:nfessChrist, i.e., to say what he said~ For Jesus
}.,ya.s say-ing his goodby to the leaders of the Jewish
Church. In the peroration which was .more. than
rhetorical, Jesus announced the doom of Jerusalem
and bade farewell to the Jewish· Church when he
declared: "Behold your house is left unto you desolate." .But the disciples of Jesus ·simply could not .
follow him at this stage.. Instead they took the Lord
aside and remonstrated with him. In Matthew 24
we l"ead that. they came to him to show him the
buildings of the temple. That was their way of call. ing Jesus to time. They meanfto counteract :Jesus'
't1rade.' They sought to calm him. In effect they
said:. 'Come, come Lord; we know that our leaders
are not just what they ought to be; but things cannot.. be as bad.as you ·make them out to be. Look at
these beautiful buildings of the temple. Are they
not a symbol of the stability and worth of the Jewish Church.? Be sane about the matter. You are
over~ought. You cannot mean what you said.
Doi;i't be a. fanatic, Lord!' Seeing the buildings of
thy temple was not intended·· by therh as a sightseeing tour; it was a psychological tour-de-force by
which they sought to dissipate the· excited ire of
Jesus. But they failed miserably. For Jesus was
not to be put off. Instead, he added: "See ye not
all these things? Verily, I say uhto you, There shall
not be left .one stone upon another, that shall not
·
be thrown down."
Evidently,. the disciples' were no more successful
in diverting Jesus' pronouncement' of judgment
than were his mother and brethren in the incident
tecotdeci in 1\/Iatthew 12. On that occasion too Jesus
had sh.arplyreproved the scribes and the Pharisees
who were on the verge of committing the unpardonabl.esi:n when they accused him of being in league
with Beelzebub. Then, .when 'even some of ·the
scribes and Pharisees were considerably sobered by
t~e incisive words of Jesus and mildly asked Jesus
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for a sign,. our .Lotd repli~d:. ·''A.n evil and cidult~~
ous generation seeketh after a sign; and. there shall ·
no sign be given·to iLbut. the sign of J o n a:h the
prophet; for as Jonah was. three days an~ tJlree~
nights in the belly of the whale; so shall the ·so:n.pf
man be three days and three nights in the heart of ..
. the earth." But Jesus' mother and brethren were
alarmed. J ~.sus was making a scene. They were
horrified and terrified. What would the people·. say
and what would the leaders do? They thoughtthp.t
Jesus .was beside himself; they entertained doubts
regarding his sanity. They sought to take him.home;
tl}ey wanted to take him away from it all. There i$ ·
a striking similarity between the response of Jesµs'
mother and brethren in Matthew 12 and that of the
disciples in Matthew 24. Both incidents throw light
on the doubt of the disciples in Matthew 28. .· .. .
Even though we concede, in the name of justifiable historical criticism, that there is a gap of days
or even weeks between Matthew 28:11-15 ahd Mat..
thew 28: 16-20, it is obvious fo all that Matthew
wishes to relate as intimately as possible by wayof
contrast the two paragraphs indicated. Matthew .is
not writing a piece of chronology; he is writing h~s
tory. Better still, he is an agent of revelation. foci:;
dentally, he does pay his respects to the. exigencies ·.
of historical criticism· by telling us that '' ; .. this
saying was spread abroad amongthe Jews, and con~'
tinueth until this day." It took some ti:rne for the
disciples to learn of the attitude of .the leaders of ·.
the Jewish Church ahd it required some refie'ctiort. ,
on their· part .. before they could act intelligently~ · ·
Verse 15 provides the needed time. ·
. ..·•.· ·.. ·
The stage is set. The actors in the drama appe~l'.
The soldiers have come with the startling news P:(
the resurrection of Jesus. from the dead. The pron:l?.
ised sign of Jonah has been delivered to the leader:S .: .
of the Jewish Church. Theynow know of a certain_t
ty that Jesus has risen from the dead. Deliberatel:Y.•:?.
-for the chief priests assembled with the elde~~· .,
and took counsel-they reject the truth. and deny ··
the fact. They have the brazen effrontery to bri~~
the· soldiers. to propagate the lie that his discipl~s
came by night and stole away ·the body of Jesu~J . ·
For this they r e c e iv e d much money or .'husll.- .
money.' "BUT the eleven disciples went into Gali-' ·
lee ..." In sharp contrast to. the official decision ~~· .·
the Jewish Church, the disciples are led by force of.
the circumstance of Jesus' appointment and l:>y
choice on moral grounds to cut themselves loose
from the Jewish Church. At length, the disciples
have come around; for now they are definitely say:..
ing farewell to Jerusalem a:nd the Jewish Church~ ·
Witha deliberation that matched that of the scribes
and. elders, they have decided to keep·.their tryst·
with Jesus upon one of the mountains in the despised Galilee of th.e Genti_les. They are ready to
stake it all upon the Christ.
It was an act of noble heroism. But heroism al'ways exacts itSprice. That pr;ke was the dot(;btqf'
some of the disciples. It· is a .hard. thing to b!,!.ea~. >
with one's church, for it was their church that they
"""
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· l~ft when they turned their backs upon Jerusalem they need have no fears l:l.S"to whether they are right
and made their way to Galilee. Nothing is m.ore · and safe. All right and might reside in him.. Havdifficult than to make a momentous choice. Was it ing confessed· Jesus and chos.en for him .they are
any wonder at all that they had their moments of everlastingly on the side of right .and safety. This
doubt and perplexity? Had they done the right was just what these perplexed disciples wer.e in
thing? Was it safe, too? Was it right to confess need of. Je~us gave it to them.
Christ at the price of denying ,their church; and was
Jesus the soul-healer did even more for them. Efe
· it safe to incur the wrath of these powerful and vindicated his stupendous claim of universal· au-..
ruthless leaders of the Jewish Church? That was thority in the words: "Go ye therefore, and make
precisely what they doubted when they stood upon disciples of all the nations bl3.ptizing them into the
the ·mountain with Jesus in Galilee.
name of the Father and of the Son 1and of the Holy
*
*
Spirit." Jesus meant every word that he had said
*
to th~m. He himself believed implicitly-in the Fa-.
In this light one senses at once the pertinency and ther's conferment of authority upon him .. He did
adequacy of Jesus' words to the doubting disciples. not tell them to proceed upon an 'as if' basis; but he
He said to them: "All authority hath been given to directed them into the only way that would. enable
:me in heaven and. on earth." Authority may be de- them to confirm the truth and reality· of his con-·
fined as dght and might, with right always first and soling assurance. To cap the climax he adds the
might next. Some of the disciples doubted whether promise of the perceptible l:lnd perennial personal
they had done the right thing and the safe thing .too presence in the words.: "And lo, I am with you alih departing from Jerusalem and in keeping their ways even unto the end of the world."
tryst With· Jesus in •Galilee. By this word J e~us as[This article will be followed by another in which the author
sures·. them that when they have cast in their lot
will conclude the discussion by facing the· question: How. shall
with him, when they have staked it all upon him, we deal with doubt?-EDITOR.]

Lone Lane
Where the oak bends its bough for
· the voice of God,
While it pries its rugged feet
in th.e sod;
Where. the world is so green and the
stillness so sweet
Where the leaves are .barring the
scorching heat;
By the babbling brook in the
lonely lane,
Forsaken of all the
super-sane
And paradise-weaned
philosophers;
On that lovely, lonely, leafy
lane.
That silently swerves and crooks
and curves, .
Like a gurgling, prattling
infant-river;
Where the winds are warm with
the glows of love
Where the woods are still with
a holy hush;
Where the apples are red as a
maiden's blush;
Where cows are calling at
eve o.f day;
"It's filling; and filled" and
"Take it away"; ·
Where I· can inhale the smell
of the grass
And of. hay and or. barnyards
as I pass;

Beneath those· 1eafy ·boughs
and bowers
.Where I can.be intimate
with flowers
Where ferns and blossoms
in array
Look at the all-good God
all day,
As they softly rock in. the
mellow-greenI love this leafy shrine
serene,.
Surrounded by the
simplest saints
Who do not feign 'neath
Sabbath-gown,
Who do not hide 'neath
Sllbbath-frown
A .sickening search for
gain;
A shrine filled with
contented things
. That wing and warble in
this wood;
That fill this temple of
the wood
From overflow of
gratitude,
·With tones that are a
luscious food
To one who loves some
solitude
'And God and. all that's
good.
-ALBERT PIERSMA
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The Serviceman
as a Minister of God
.

Marvin·L. Derby

· Pasto". of the Williamson Memorhil
United Presbyterian Church
Burlington, fowa

ROMANS 13:4: "For he is a minister of Go.d to thee for good.
But if thou do that which is evil, be afraid; for he beareth not the sword in vain: for he is a minister of God, an
• avenger for wrath to him that doeth evil." .

an ecclesiastic, not a student of the Scriptures, nor
one to be found among that company of. sweet and · .
loving women who wept at the Savior's dying with

·q·
.. ·T• IS.surely.· n.o· e. x.ag.ge.ra. tion. t.o.· .s.ay that .the. se·r·v.inconsolable grief. He was, instead, a hard-h~aded
· · . iceman has a place of honor in the church to- officer in the armies ofimperial Rome; and. God,
day which ten years ago he did not always en- throughout the ages of the Church, has honored his
joy. Back in 1935, if a man in uniform had cry and blessed it to the incalculable benefit of 'the
been seen to enter certain churches where the min- unnumbered souls who hav~ read it. in the Gospels.
ister was a Pacifist, and where the doctrines of · In God's economy the uniform was no bar to divin~
~Pacifism arid non-resistance had been consistently blessing and salvation in .the early church,, for while
taught, he doubtless would have received hostile it may come as a shock to those who regardthe pro.:.:·
glances; He was a represe;ntative of the devilish fessional soldier as engaged in a sinful occupatioµ,
forces of War; this~;the ·c h U:r ch-was a place of Luke tells us that among the very first Gentile con:..
peace. And certainly, any man who had shot down verts was Cornelius, another Roman centuriori. in
twenty-five enemy airplanes would not have .been command of the Roman garrison at Caesarea. Cor...
haled as a "hero," as he would today, but as a ruth- nelius and all his staff were converted to Christ,and
less and barbaric killer.
a 1th o ugh they had the peace of Christ in\ their
· In. m~:my of these churches, although unfortunate- hearts and had become new creatures in Him, th~y
ly not all, it is now admitted. that this earlier atti- nevertheless, with the complete and unqualifi~d
tude was a mistake. Because of therealisrri of War, sanction and blessing of Peter and the churc.h, c9n:rriany of those who held to non-resistance have tinued to be men in uniform, engaged in the. grim
changed their views, .and today their servicemen business of war and the policing of the Roman
are received with welcome and honor. But the pire.
.
It is hardly true, then, to ascribe any change jn
· chu1'ch should not make the further mistake of assuming that just because she has changed in her at- the chu:cch's attitude to the.Bible; if there has b~eri
titude-::-if indeed, a change· was necessary-that any change, it has had to be in the church's think'.'
Christianity and the teaching of Jesus and the Bible ing.
haye had to undergo change because of tlie War.
Jesus and the Bible have not altered. "Thy Word, Source of
0·1Jord, is forever settled in heaven;" ''.Jesus Christ,
the Thesis
the. same, <yesterday, today, ·and forever." Jesus
But the Christian sho.uld not rest content with .
Christ, and Christianity,. contrary to the blind a:od
unrealistic teachings of the past 20 years, which these few instances in the New Testament in which
have so largely ignored many of the salient facts of we find soldiering presented in a favorable light ..
Scripture on this subject; have always maintained a The New Testament, especially Paul in Romans· 13,
goes much further and is a good deal more positive;
high regard for the· serviceman.·
For, rather than regarding the servicerhan as being·
engaged in a devilish and wicked .business, and in-·
Bible's Regard
stead of thinking of our own sons out fighting on the
Always High
beaches of the Pacific .or on the plains of Germany
In the Gospel, Jesus rendered high praise to a as it were, working against God and against Chris'."
centurion in the Roman army for a faith superior to tianity, just because they carry rifles and s:tJ.oot to
that. of 'the most religious people of Israel, and our kill-instead of ma k i n g the serviceman . sort of a
Lord actually uses this life of militarism and au- henchman of Satan to destroy human life-we may,
thority as an illustration of the faith He demands on the strength of a careful exegesis of Romans 13
. from .each of us. The only person quote d at the believe that God through Paul is teaching (l;:>y imCrucifixion as recognizing in a public way the di- plication, if not directly) that the serviceman is "a
vinity of the dying Savior, with the words: "Truly, m i n is t er of God. fo:i; good." It is a very practical
this was the. Son of God," was not an Apos.tle, not thesis in our times: Are our sons working for Sata.:ri
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· Are. they servants of· the Evil· one, or men is through the Government of .the State. It
The Biblical thesis we shall attempt to will ]Je admitted that this is contrary to the e\roh:itionary idea of the origin of human government..,..,.:.
•proveis: "The Service.man isa Minister of.God."
IfwiU be objected at the outset that even the that man's gregarious instincts drew him·together
1TIOSt casual reading ofRomans 13: 1-4 should tell us with his f eliows and gradually there emerged the
that the Apostle is not speaking of soldiers, but ·is idea of a u t h o r i t y and one rule. But the Bible's·
speaking of the rulers of the civil state. According teaching is that not only the idea of government,
to ahy ·ordinary reading of this passage it w o u 1 d but the verf authority b eh ind. it comes from the
seem that the Christian here is only being told to God who has created both the U ni.v er s e and the
pJ:>ey the police, to be good citizens and not anar.., laws which control it: The authority of our Con· ·
chists; and. to pay his taxes and u·p ho 1 d the civil gress does not lie in· the American people, as we are
State. These are our duties as Christians, persons so often told, but in God. And whether we like fo
. . who must be believers in. and practisers of g 0 0 d believe it or not, God is .the originator aµd Prime
government. And the Christian is so to.be, not just Minister of all human government the world over.
Q'ecause of expediency, but bec.ause it is God's w·m
A few years ago the w r i t er received a militant
for .his life~ As Christians we recognize the fact that and sarcastic letter from. a young. Pacifist in a COJ:l:our civil. rulers are God's administrators, His ex- sciehtious objector's camp in North Carolina.... He
.· ¢'cutors, His ministers here on e a r th , to rule and had read an ex:cerpt from a sermon pr e a ch e d
.... govetrt with all Hissovereign authority; and when against Pacifism which had appeared in the pre$s.
resist the power and the authority of the human. He. stated emphatically that he refused tb believe
rulers which Go.d has set over. us, we do resist, as that any government on earth had behind it the au.I>aul .?xQlares, the vety ordinance of God Himself; thority or sanction of God; and that the Almig~tX;
• Tl1fl;t1"would seem, according to the usual interpre- . had nothing whatsoever to do vvith human govern'~ t~tipt1.of this passage, all that the Apostle is teach- ment. The words of. the Apostle elsewhere are sµf-.
·Wg. However, from the principles laid down in this ficient reply to such rebellion a g a in st the trutP.:
. passage cte1:1ling with the lifo of the civil State with- "Who :art thou, 0 man, who repliest ag(linst·God?"
iil,Jtself; certain applications .may be made as to the
· ·ct~l:llihgs of·thatsame State withthe outside world'.
ii a\l human government and authority is ordain- 'fhe. Ruler
as a Minister
ed .and derived from God.
The human.ruler who exercises.this human au-.
2. The second proposition was: "the human ri.m~t
.th~rity is actually called by the Scriptures ''a who e:xercises this authority and government ~or
thinister of God." (Romans .13: 4.)
God is called by.the Alrnighty "a mi.nister of God."·
d e r to exercise this authority, which in- Verse 3 of Romans 13 begins: "For rulers are not 11
cludes "bearing the sword,'' the human ruler oh- terror to the good work ~.. . ." and verse 4 follows:
viously must J:iave agents-men, who actually "For he is a thinister of God to the.e for good.'' . The
carry out his wish. In the civil r e a l tn we call obvious inference is that the ruler is. "a tninister of
these agents "policemen''; in the national realm, God."
we call these agents "soldiers."
We usually think only. of a clergyman as being ''tt
·· · 4. These agents who actually exercise this power" minister of God,'' and it tnay seem strange to refer
for the rqler,. are themselves referred to by the such an appellation to a goverpor or a president.
title "ministers. of God."
. But if such terminology seems strange it is. only he:.
'>'J.':tierefore, we affirm, that the Serviceman is a min- cause we have not folly realiz~d that God has. more
.iste:r of God. A few remarks are in order to ·support t!J.an just one plan to be worked out on .earth for
which He needs ministers. There is, of course, His·
this deduction.
redemptive plan~ We believe that it is the most important of all, a'nd to it His other plans are subserOrdained by God
vient, for "we know that all things work together
t. When we say that "all human government is for good to those who love God, to those who ate.
ordained by, and derived from God;" we are not the called according to His purpose." Man's . hope
t>nly saying what Paul does in the openfog verses· for salvation lies in the Savior, Jesus Christ, whom
pf Romans 13 (vss. 1, 2) but we are also affirming God has provided; and belief in Him fot Eternal
·· what every Christian should know is taught and as-, life. Bl.lt how shall the)'.' believe uhless they hear,
sU.med throughout Scripture. God did not make us and how shall they hear without a preacher? And
and> then run off and leave ·the Universe to its own the messenger of .good tidings, who bears the· pre.d · ~·, like some mighty watchmaker who fashions .cious message of .the G o s p e 1. to lost humanity, .is
cated mechanism, winds it up, and :allows commonly called in Scripture: "A minister of God."
from His hand forever. As a part of His Like any true "minister," he is ohe. who execti..tes
.. work ·of Providence, He maintains absolute rule the C()rnmands of another, n am el y ' his God; and
,over His Creation .(Eph. 1: lJ) and one of the most that command is "go into all the world and preach
important ways in which He .controls the affairs of the Gospel." The Chris.tfan minister is also one.who

we
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administers the affairs qf God's. Kingdom, according Jo God's handbook, the Bible'. But we find .in
this chapter in Romans that the one who executes
and carries out God?s other program, viz., His Provide.ntial work of ruling and· controllfog all peoples
scattered throughout the nations of the earth, embracing Christian and non-Christian. alike-is also
designated by the title "a minister of God." That is
what G.od cal 1 s him, and certainly we can do no
less than concur.

The Ruler Must
Have Agents
3. The third proposition was: "In order to exercise this authority (the Divine will) which includes
he a, r in g the sword, the human ruler must have
agents.''
Unless he is some sort of. a "superman," the civil
r u 1 e r , this "minister of God" must have help, 'in
agents who will carry out his decrees. How else
can ·the governor of the state .rule except through
the agency of the stat'e police? . One man can no .t
himself go about exerting the physical force necessary to keep the peace. And how else can the Pr.esident and the American people bear the arms which
became necessary on December 7, 1941, to preserve
o\(r existence on the face of the earth as a sovereign
nation, except through the use of an Army and·· a
Navy, who act as our agents to preserve us and keep
the peace?
4. Proposition Four was: "These agents (our ow:h
servicemen) who actually exercise this power of
the sword, are themselves also to be called "ministers Qf God."
There is in Scripture what might be called "the
. ptiriciple of subordinate ministries." For examplei
Jesu.s is the great "minister" of salvation, but those
to w4om He has delegated His present earthly ministry .of the Word He calls "Christian ministers."
Sat<:p:l, Jesus' great enemy, has his "ministers'' (II
Cor. 8J aµ:d anyone who in anyway aids Satan or
in anyway aids orie of the S a t a n i c demons does
hims§lf become "a minister of Satan." So we say
here, that those who act as agents for the £criptur-:ally-declared minister of God in bearing the sword,
. do themselves become ":h;linisters of God." And we
are f4rtl)er strengthened .in this thought when we·
read verse six and find that even the tax-gatherer
is caHed "a minister of God." "For for this cause
ye pay tribute also; for they are ministers of God'.s
service, attending c o n t i n u a 11 y upon this very
thing." Obviously, the Governor himself does not
go about seefog that we "render unto. Caesar the
things that are Caesar's." Again he has agents, but
i.n this case his agents are called .directly "ministers
of. God." Surely we are warranted in concluding
that the .agent of a minister of God is himself1 God's
minister, And if this is true in the case of p ersons
engaged in the comparatively .mirior matter. of collecting the monetary s up p o r t for the State, how
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muc.h more are we justified in calling the. seryice.;
man "a minister of God," who is vyilling to shed his
life's blood that the life of the State may .be pre-·
served,

Are the
Nazis "Ministers"?
The objection may be urged at this point: Afe
not we then forced to say that Hitler's S.S. elite
guardsmen are also "ministers ·of God"? Does God
looking down upon the atrocities of the. Nazi and
Japanese soldier regard them as His ministers? Of
course, if we were forced to give the affirmativ~ all""
swer to these questions, our thesis would be irideed
monstrous. But such a position is not forced upon
us at all. In fact, we may say quite the opposite.:
the Japanese and the Nazi soldiers are rather min..
isters of Satan. Christian scholars commenting on
this passage have always made one qualificatfon.
The ruler is "a minister of God for good" only so
long as he· does as the name signifies-,-actually ministers to God. This is logical, for to be · a minister
of someone is to execute that person's commands, ·
if not perfectly, at least substantially'. And there
have been times in history when we must say of
regimes like those of the Japanese and the Nazi
with their wholesale murders, thefts, and. their
pagan ideologies that these rulers have . forsw~rn
all right to be called "servants•of God." Hardly can
they be called His servants when they defy Him to
His face by killing His people, despi$ing His churcp,
and casting His religion without their border that
they may substitute a 'religion of their own. Hard.,.
ly ministers of the true God, they serve anoth~r:
To raise this objection is to answer. it.
·

The Duties of the
''Ministers" - Negatively
.
.
What is the serviceman, as "the minister of God,'?
to do? First, what he is NOT to d6. /1.. He is riot
carry in g. on the propagation or advancement of
Cpristianity by the use of the sword, just becaus~
he is called "a minister of God." He does not do af
the Mohammedans do, and all other religions which.
force men to become their adherents at· the point ..
of the sword, for he may not even be a Christian.;
All along we have been careful (as has the text) t6
refer to the serviceman as "a minister of God,:'
rather than as "the minister," simply because we
should rem em b er that he is but one of many. of
God's ministers. It is the duty of God's spiritual
ministers of the Word-those who wield the "sword.
of the Spirit which is the Word of God"-to advance the cau.se of Christ in the world. It is especially true in this war that the serviceman wiltdo
God a service by clearing the way politically (vvith
the sword) for the extension of Christfanity fn. the
Orient and in Europe. Surely, had the Japanese
gone unhindered. there would have been no further

Christian rhissions .in China or In.Thailand. ·Andyet some greafmaster of the game.of.chess, seeinghis
we.must not think. of the. serviceman as.a minister opponent about .to a1'sault his position:, he adroitly
of God spreading .the Gospel with the sword'. That moves his pieces, and the peril is turned aside .. }Iitwovld be a confusion of the power of the State with ler .could not win .because he was fighting against
.·.·.the rights and prerogatives of the Church. God in God. Although God could, with a: miracle have ac-B:is good time will evangelize the world through complished His ends, yet He moves instead upon
!fis ministers who wield the "sword of the Spirit," the far:-from-perfect hearts of.the Allies (and V\Te
although we .know. that "all things work together freely admit our own sins) to raise our armies and
for good" to. the Church-even a war.
· to go out and meet this proud and blasphemous foe'.
Second, the serviceman as a minister of God is We are saying that the men who do. His fighting for
not to carry on a work of personal revenge or re- Him are His "ministers," carrying out. a part of His
ta1iation or wanton brutality against the enemy. executive work.
Again, our servicemen are doing ·some of God's
Early in the war our men were advised that they
2)
JUDICIAL work. We in America believe that
would h.ave to learn to hate the enemy even as the
there
are three branches to good government: the
enemy hated them, and yet the best officers did not
legislative,
the executive, and the judicial. God's
fncourage their men to indulge a personal. hatred
legislative
work
was all done at Sinai and in. the
· ih their fighting .. Surely the Bible f o r b id s it as
teachings
of
Christ
and the Apostles; His executive
peing ·unworthy .of a minister of God. In the. Old
work
we·
have
already
considered; but His judicial
Testament ther~ were instances of God's command
work
is
something
else
again. Romans 12: 19 abso,..
;for.cgmplete extermi.nation of a godless enemy. The
lutely
prohibits
private
vengeance,
but whatofthe
orders to King Saul are a case in point; he was. to
enemies
of
God?
In
a
few
days,
we
hope,. the WilkilLall the Amalekites as being the avowed enemies
of{Tehovah. He was .to do the work decisively and ~elmstrass~ ~ang, wh? thought that killing E11rope's
chambers '- machine
thoroughly. But nowhere in the whole of God's mnocent citizenry with lethal
"
guns,
and
robot
bombs
would
aid
them in conquer· dealing is. there any warrant for the man w4o is
ing
the
world,
are
going.
to
haye
to
settle· forthefr
obeying even the most drastic of His orders to be
crimes.
While
the
American
and
·
Russian
soldier
wantonly cruel, or to operate on. the basi13 of per.
maynot,
with
God's
favor,
fight
for
priv<:lte
ven""
sonal revenge. Indeed, the d e ma n d s our Lo.rd
.. ma,kes ,upon His followers in that much misuhder- geance, yet he does, as God~s minister, march into
. •.• stood passage· of Matthew 5 absolutely prohibit our Berlin or .Bav.aria aiid bring to ju st ice the AI· J?erformi11g any action whatsoever from a desire for mighty's avowed enemies .. We .are hot saying that
·the Allies will complete God's punishment of His
<·p~rsonal revenge-'-"as does also Romans 12: 19.
foes. Thos.e who have slaughtered innocent hostages cannot be adequately punished by;. even the
· The Puties most rigorous of human decrees; the Nazi crimes
~J>oi:;itively
will reoeive a higher retribution than ever man can
·Positively, ·the serviceman as a minister· of God bring. But G.od will use our servicemen to bring
about a partial accounting, a partialjudgment;/in
is.to do a portion of 1). THE EXECUTIVE work of· that
capacity they will be serving as ministers of
God on. earth. As the .President of the Universe,
God,
assisting Him in. His work of justice.
God has executive work to carry out Jn the governi1cig of the nations, and this wo.rk He delegates to
.411J:nan rulers, who, ill turn, delegate duties to their Practical Implication
i:i.gents. Thus, God is ruler over all. But let us sup-.
If our exegesis is warranted, there are tremen~ose thaton the Wilhelmstrasse there arises a little
dous
practical implications. Our regard for the .
• group of men who shake. their fists against the Lord
serviceman
as a minister of God should influence
and.. His· anointed saying: "Let us break their bands
our
attitude
towards God and His part in ,this war.
as:tJrider, and cast away thefr cords from us .. Le.t
This,
then,
becomes
a conflict in which God is vital.,.
.us ,no more be obedient to God when .He forbids
ly
interested,
for
He.
has sent out His ministers into
anyone save Jesus Christ. to rule the whole world.
It
is
not
just
that He barely has "a stake"
battle.
I~~t vs rule it! Today we shall conquer Europe-in
th~ war, as is the rather weak position taken bv
tomorrow, the world!" And so with "beer-hall
the Methodist church; not just "a stake"-He is iii
putsches'~ and Reichstag fires they. seize hold of. the
it, in the person of His representatives. He. is not
God:-orda:ined government of Germany and literala neutral isolationist for He has His ministers in
ly: use. God's "instrument for good" and turn it the thick of it, and He in His omnipotence and wiS'ar9und .against God and against His program, even dom, will make it come out right ..· ·
· ·
.···
as.they turned the guns of the Maginot Line against
Our attitude will also be changed towards our
the French in 1940. Now, what is God to do? Shall men W:hile the1 are still carrying on the fight>Th~y
·.'.He let .His·.. program be set aside by these .. wicked are domgGod s work, not Satan's, and thus we.may
arid rebellious 111en? Shall He allow. His .decree at pray fqr them with greater' faith, k rio w i n g that
Babel dispersing the nations to be openly flouted si~ce they are God's piinisters it is incumbent upon
by these would-be world-conquerors? l'fo, like Him to protect and lead them to victory. And if it
'
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should be 'tfie I.ot of. some·. to receive the dismaying
·news thc:i.t a loved·· one has. given his life, they may·
ever regard sU:ch;. a sacrifice as being .made not just
for,co1mtry, but for God.
This concept should help us on the day of their
return to civilian life. on that joyous day of reunion we may realize that these>our own have not
just been away engaged. in some bloody business infinitely remote and foreign to the church and home,
but rather thattheYp. have been actively engaged in
carrying out a part of God's program in the world
-in another form, to be sure, and a very grim and
terrible business~but God's nonetheless. 1f he is

ah U:hbelieve:r, he vyill not be saved by having· dcme ·
God's service any :Q:iore than any unbeliever. who·
inadvertently does the outward commands of the
law; but if he be Christ's, when he comes to take
his place in the church, it should help him and us
ill the problem .of readjustment to realize that an·
along he has been doing the work of his Godrather
than the work of Satan. In that day, perhaps, we
shall be able to see with .greater clarity something
of .the meaning of the promise: "all things W()rkfogether for goqd, to those who love God, t<;> thos~
who. are the called according to His purpose." For
he,. the serviceman, is a min~ster of God .. ; for good:

_A·. From Our Correspondents
FROM OUR INDIA CORRESPONDENT
Kotagiri, Nilgiris,
South India,
April 25, 1945;
T}t~ Editor, CALVIN FORUM,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Dear Mr. Editor:

·~ Hl!: gathering of the leaders and experts of tpe United
··.•. . \...:) States at San FtancisC(} today has·. more than a passing
· · ·· interest for us. in India; For, in addition to (}Ur accred"
ited representatives attending this momentous conference, there
will be present on.the Pacific Coast, not a thousand mi.les from
the Golden Gate, .a number ()f people like Mrs. Vijayalakshmi
Pu:hdit, .whom one coµld describe as India's. political observers.
The two parties from India will, of course, hold widely. divergent
vi.ew~ as. to India's future and her present cdndition and will
therefore, have different stories to .tell your pressmen; A ··few
paragraJ?hs, therefore, from your correspondent--who is neither
a pr(}f~ssional. politician. not a Governm~n~~ official.,--might be of
help to your readers in forming an independent opinion on the
. Indiaf1 proble:in as it will be discussed at San Francisco in the
coming weeks.

Let me remind FoirnM readers at the outset that while neither
the offiCial delegates nor Mrs. Pundit's colleagues can be said to
represe11t India in the sense in which ·Mr. Anthony }!;den and
· party represent Great Britain, Sir Feroze Khan Noon, Sir
Ramaswamy Mudaliar and the other Government of India delegafe.s.:tt any rate represent an administration which governs
India ji.bly ah.d safely and in which administration the vast majorit~ ()f Indi~'s four hundred miHions repose tacit, if largely
unexpressed, confidence. Mrs •. Pundit's party, howeve~" are the
mouthpiece of the intransigents of the Indian National Congress, a political party which is only. one of many even though
it be. the best organized a~d the best publicized.

When Freedom Is Not Freedom
fodia's "Freedom" will be, one supposes, one of the most discussed topics in your newspapers and the salons of the rich.
Bµt v~e citizens of India may well ask just how much any sort
of freedom would be worth at thepfesent juncture and in the
immediate futine .. If. one thinks realistically, it is easy to imagine India.'s present state had .she been free in th.e winter and
spring of 1941 when the Nipponese juggernaut rolled southwards .and overran one free country after another.. Without
the. R()ya1 Navy, the R.A.F. and the.hard core of this country's land forces, the British Army, we sMuld today probably
l:Je among the unhappy victims of that gigantic swindle, the
Great.er East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere! So the· word free-
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dom vrould appear to possess a. number of connotations, dep.l:)hd-.
ing on. whichever propaganda wagon one rode in! ·
·
It might be instructive to examine dispassi()nately the qtie~~
tionof freedom for India along two connecte.d lines:-jusf who ·.
wants it and how. many are askingfor it. Well, the majq:dty
of Hindus. don't want freedom if it means the partition of :India
into Hindustan and Pakestan and the consequent destrµctj()n ·
of the homogeneity of th.e country. The .85 millions of Molyan:rmedans· don't want' freedom at the expense of the subjection to
the Hind'us who are almost thrice as numerous as the Moham·
medans. T.he "Untouchables" and ~ther minorities ~ertaihly cid
not want freedom if that results in the British takii1g theii.
hands off the>helm, So, who then are the p~ople vociferously de"
mantling freed om; not only here in India, but in England and
even the U.S:A.?
· ·

Pursuing our probinK to its logical conclusion, it seems ol'f~f
fair to state. that the vast majority of educated Indians 1!-attt~
rally look forward to the day when they will be in a position
to· run their own show, so to speak, and carry oh the administration of their country untrammelled by any sort of co.lltf<)J
by London or any o.ther capital7 iri fact, just as Canada, Aµ~:·
tralia, or. any of the. great Dominions have been governing •..•..•
themselves for . a number of years. But Indian patriots-.-:.and•; /
their number fortunately is legion-emphatically do .not wan:lv>
"Swaraj" or self-governm~nt thrust upon them when the ~ou~;:, f,•
t~·y is neither .united nor ready for this heavy responsibility. • .•
An'd patriots, politicians, and everybody else alike very den~
nitely do not want their country to .be plunged into chaos anc:!,
internecine strife on a large scale even if . those evils were to
ultimately result in "liberating" . India from the· present well
tried, sound, and, on the whole, just system of gove~nment• ·
Our examination thus would appear to bring us to the conclu~ ·
sion that it is only the extreme Left Wing of the Indian Na•
tional Congress which is demanding "Unconditional Freedom".
for India. Blinded by race-hatred and a wholly unrealistic ap~
praisal of the country's true socio-political situation, iconoclasts
of the type of Gandhi, Nehru, his sister Mrs. Pundit, and a few
hundreds of others of their kind are insisting that this. sub~
continent of India, by ·a stroke of the British Parliamentary
pen, as it were, should be plunged into a state of civil war and
general misgovernment--for that is what the grant of freed om
'just now would amount to. And the tragedy of it .all is that th~
great American public seldom hears th,y real voice of India-:-';
the voice of millions of sober~minded patriots-spe!i,king of India's .deepest needs, her legitimate aspirations, .. her. passfona~ •
desire for peace and security and the freedom to live. he~.<own
life and till their lands and carry on their lawfµl trade. in their
bazaars and markets.

For the time being, however, these fundamen'ta1s are threatened by the J apa.llese and the Germans' as well as by our enemi~s from within. That is why more than two millions of the
flower of Indian manhood are today bearing arms and fighting
shoulder to shoulder with the cream of British and American
youth. The IndianSepoy or soldier cares little or nothing for
politics: he is just a patriot anxious to preserve for his people
thefr birthrights of good goverm;nent; justice, and the true
·freedom which these gifts bring to mankind.

The Death of Roosevelt
President Ro<;>sevelt's passing has indeed been far more than
an American national bereavement.. We in fodia feel it
amounts .to a world calamity just at a th~e when his ripe
judgment, compelling personality, ·and far-sightedness would
have been invaluable to the deliberations at the San Francisco
and succeeding peace confer.ences. Thousands of Indian and
British men and women, military and civilian alike, have
thronged the memorial services which have been held in
churches and public auditoriums all over India. We feel we
have lost. not only ·a world statesman and an international
champion of democracy;· but a true and 'understanding friend
who strove.. to look beneath the surface in his study of the
Indian situation. And I may add that your new President's
inaugural speech to Congress has made a most fa~ourable impression here in India. May God guide him and the American
nation in the·great part you .are playing in international affairs.

Liberal Christians and Gandhi
Orthodox: .and evangelical churchmen in India have long been
ex:erqised in their minds over the way American clergymen of
.the liberal. school applaud the overtly anti-Christian G.andhi in
his fulminations ag·ainst established authority and. his only
slightly I'ess .open hostility towards all agencies for the propagation o.f the Gospel. Perhaps it. is the insidiousness of the
propaganda disseminated by the Mahatma's henchmen in the
U. S..that has caused your "Liberals" to abandon cogency in
their thinking and to swallow. hook; bait, and sinker the tende:i;iti.ous claptrap served up PY these 1llenahd women who
~ repr~sent but a small fraction of the educated public of India;
.
Standing solidly for a continuance of the British connection,
the. Indian Christian community has been described by even
the fire-eating J awharlal ·Nehru as. "the o:i;ily community which
is .n:ot a problem to the country." This indeed is high praise
:f):om .a bitter enemy no.t only of t.he British but of Christian
India. vvould that the othel'Wise. discerning Nehru could realize
that Tndia'.s only hope is Christ!
With warm greetings to yourself and the FORUM family,
Fraternally yours,
ARTHUR V. RAMIAH,

NIGERIAN LETTER
As from Sudan United Missiop,
Lupwe; c/o D. R. C. M;,
Makurdi, Nigeria.
May 2nd, 1945.
C. Bounia,
Gl'an.d Rapids, Mich.

D1\

Dear Dr. Bouma:
IS letter is being written in Lagos, a port of Nigeria,
where we are awaiting transport to England .and Amer. .
ica. When searching through a mound of unanswered
correspondence recently I came a~ross a letter written bY me
to . you but never mailed. I felt that' I must not send it, but
my wife Urges me to do otherwise and so I copy it over now.
Tn my former letter I wrote :
·
I have not. ·written to you regularly as I somewhat hastily
promised you that I v.wuld some three years ago. It is not that
· I have .fo1'g'otten a~ any time, for I· have. considered doing so
frequently. It is that my geographical location is such that it
·makes .an occasional letter from :ine of doubtful value ih as far
as THE CALVIN FORUM is concerned. I am not by that belittlin,g my sphere of .labor nor th~ value of your paper. The

fact is that that. section of primitive Africa with Which I am
well acquainted has as. yet nothing to contribute to the Calvinistic outlook except perhaps PY .contrast. Mo.reover, thos~
sections of the West African Colonies which are taking an
increasing part in world thought are too far from us to. play
an active part in our thinking.
··
Look at it this way. At the moment I am sitting iri the shade
of a tree, with brilliant sunshine nearby ·soaking up· the .
moisture of damp earth, and storm. clouds brewing above. At
my back sit a half dozen women on the lea side of a hut; they
are quite unclothed but for strings of beads, pink and .blue~
for they are the recognized colors for this particular place.·
Apart from the briefest greetings we are unable to converse.
This is primitive paganism. Working only for the very basic
necessities of . life, and to bear children, is the orbit of living
for them. Many of them have never slept on anythfog but the
bare ground and know nothing at all of the thousands of things
met with iri civilization. To them the clacking of this typewriter is a rythmless rattle and. they are far more ·concerned
with. the problem of a new farm hoe than with anything that I
may possess.
It can only raise a broad grin to consider such in• relation to
the promotion of Calvinistic unity or the creation of a ·Calvinistic university. The m,issionaries, of course,· follow such
things with the liveliest inte'rest. If, however, primitive Africa
has . nothing to offer for the promotion of the Reformed Faith
it is true that the Reformed Faith has very mt1ch to of.fer for
the betterment of these backward peoples. Or is it?
I ask the question because i.t is clear that in. the thinking
of some· Christians, and among them missionaries, the .colored
man .is relegated to a lower place as though his soul were ·not
to be comp:;irecl favourably with that dwelling in. a .·white
person. This attitude is offensive, for only the gracious influence of God can. make a man's ·spirit fit to dwell with· Him
and that quite regardless of its earthly dwelling place.

Heirs of Salvation
Can the unclothed savage,;_who in this year of ourLord is
behaving a . lot better than t:he uniformed ones in Europe or
Asia-possibly become an heir of salvation? Yes, iridee~ he
m~y. If you were to st<ty at .this ·mY · resting place for a few
months. without a radio, ~ithout .mail and .without fellowsflip, .
until the evil of the place has had time to be felt and (hen .• ··
walk back alo11g the valley to the next village. You will see a
new and commodious building, neat and clean with ;windows,
and whitewash oh the wans: It is a Church building. See it fill
to capacity with clothed people, who will si11g the praises of\
God, repeat the decalogue and. read the Bible with. compre- ·
hension (many of them) .. Twelv~ · years ago all .of. thes!=J were
dirty, dissolute, forsaken, without hope and without God.·
Are they all the elect of God? Who can say? But this. we
can say, that you would experience .a blessed reaction in leaving this evil place. a:µd entering that haven of light, which is
solely tmceable to the grace of God. Knowing from occasional
glimpses how intense is the darkness of heathenism, .I· marvel
at the miracles of God. 'To compare the opening and the close
of a decade in some of these towns is· to experience something
of the thrill of New Testament miracles in this present age.
I am not saying that perfection has been attained, but only
that it has begun. Moreover, what God has begun He will complete. God is taking many centuries to perfect the Bi'ide for
.His Son, and in these latter times has opened the portals of
the Dark, Continent to gather out some who are necessary to
Him in the fulfilment of Hi.s task. As, though He would prove
that from the very gates of Hell there are some fire~touched
stones, which gathered and wrought upon by Him .make for a
perfection·. which would othenvise be impossible; Believing. this
we combat the fatalism of the Muslims with .the truths of the
sovereignty of God .and see ~lowly growing something .beautiful
·
to His praise.
Africa is changing. The world war is hastening the process.
Self-government is the new c~y of. the semi-enlightened .. We
notice~ its increasing volume. in· the coastal press. 'Self-governTHE CALVIN FORUM
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ment in 15 yea1'.s' is not a reasonable hope. But the gov:ernment
is conscious of .the changein public opinion and is making its
plan:s. The long~talked~ofplan for education has, howev:er, been
abandoned. It was too expensiv:e, and as it was to b.e the British
taxpayer who was to pay the bill, he refused to stand for it.
It was just as well, as it would· hav:e meant making a few
Nigerians (the teaching staff) comparativ:ely highly paid while
the'masses continued to scrape along as best they could. Education is a big matter In the Gov:ernment's thinking, but it
suffers from. many changes and does not know at what it is
aiming. Missions do far more for education in the whole of
Africa than any Gov:ernment has ev:er dreamt of. T:rue, that the
l\iission$ are controlled by the Gov:ernment to some extent, but
schooling is one of the offshoot$ of. the Gospel ministry which
prov:ides most Africans with an education.

Are We Awake to the Challenge?
What does our college .. hold as a principle with regard to
colored students? If in twenty years' time students of our
Nigerian schools w.ished for advanced education. at, say Grand
1fapids, would it be permitted? This is not as fantastic as it
sounds; A son of a local man-and the first mention of the
Gospel . had not been heard here thirty years ago.,--is now at
Yaba College, Nj.geria, working for his degree to become a
qoctor .of medieine., Ev:en in this generation. there are one. or
two who, with a better grasp of th.e English language~ would
make a good showing at Calvin. So it is conceiv:able that in
tweµty years'. time there will be men here who will complete
their professional training in Europe or America. I use the
word 'here' in a very local sense. In Southern Nigeria there
are crowds of 'men a11u some women. with degrees obtained in
England and whos.e work is on ·an .equal basis with their Eur.opean counterparts.
But, and I emphasize the word, these African brethren cannot be expected to l'.each the higher rungs of the la.dder of
learning and usefulness unless they are helped . up the interv:ening steps by traineq workers from the Home Churches.
Hence this appeal to you. I know that your position and personality wield great influence and. ask that the cause of
Foreign Missions shall be brought more prominently and persistently to .the notice of the students and the seminarians.
Witrout their sacrificial aid in person the work of. God suffe1•s·from insufficient .attention.

Thousands of Christian men have been thrust into the world
across the seas by the circumstances of war. The repercus:..
sions of such an experience: will be many and among them a
greatei' interest, sometimes a greater. loathing for and sometimes a greater love for the heathen of the world. I hav:e prayed
for.a: long time that some will be constrained. to dedicate themselyes to the ministry of Christ abroad'.
Another .important fact whi.ch our Church papers reveal is
that. the Christian Reformed Church is emerging from its
Dutch isolationism to a realization of its duties to the American nation as a whole. It is getting, less exclusively reserved
for the Dutch-speaking people and becomes increasingly a
Chur(!h. for A!Uerica. Our Church's strength does. not lie in the.
nation of its origin but in our Lord Christ whose Kingdom
knows no national or ti;ibal distinctions.
I kn.ow well and. appreciate that our Church has labored' long
among the heathen and among the outsiders, looking on them
as ~mission subjects', a .phrase implying a difference hard to
define. At all ev:ents those mission. subjects· are becoming chil1dren. C>f God. and members of equal standing. with all others in
the Church of Christ on earth. They do not form part of anothei· Church but are part of the sa.me Church. If a difference
is found it is. that one part is older than another, which only
lays an obllgation on the elder brother to be a tower of
strength to the younger. Because of this I pray that our
Church may send forth skilled laborers into the fields of the
. world__;American and Foreign-not alone to evangelize but
also .to teach and build up the Church.
THE .CALVIN FORUM
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A Call to Men

These laborers should be fr~m among the men of the Churdh.
It is a mistaken idea that such work is the sphere .of women~
He who argues so is making a verbal smoke screen either. of
fear or laziness qehind which he may hide and yet will thrust
f()rth the weaker sex to do a job which he hasn't himself the
stamina .to tackle. Mission work is a man's work. Any soldier
serving in the tropical parts· will admit thiS and, while i:aising
his hat yet higher to the ladies who have the courage to .ven.
ture. across the world for Christ's sake, knows in· his heart
that here is a task calling for the life-long consecration of the
male members of. our Church.
As I write it seems as if the war in Europe is drawing to
its close. We pray earnestly that that in Asia will soon be
finished also. May it mean that from among the thousands .of
Christian soldiers who will be returning to their homes the.re
will· be found some who will take up spiritual arms in the
cause of the Kingdom of Christ and that Nigeria, among other
places, will .soon benefit as a result of their obedience to the
heavenly vision.
Yours very sincerely,
EDGAR H. SMITH.

MICHIGAN CALVINISTIC DISCUSSION CLUB
BE latest m. eeting of the Michigan. Calvinis.t.i.e. Disc.ussi.on···
Club was held on Friday afternoon, May 4, 19451 at the
home of Dr. Ralph Stob, who that afternoon served in
the double capacity of host and speaker. Before the paper was
read, a bit of business was transacted. In the place of.· the·
Rey. John G. Van Dyke, resigned, the Rev:. Joh11 Weidenaar
was elected secretary of the Club. President Clarence Boum;:t
was in the chair.
The subject for the afternoon was: "The New Testamertt
Conception of the Soul".. Eliminating the psychological, epiS~
temological, and ethi.cal espects, Dr. Stob. centere~ our attentiqh
on the ontological study ·of t]J,e souL Reyiewing the concepts
psyche, pneuma, IOgos, nous, dianoia, kardia and related ter!ils~
we .learned that neither in Scripture nor in pagan, literature·
is man ever viewed apart from God, The same terms are
ascribed to God and to man. The ScripturaLconception of' thi~
relation differs widely and sharply from the pagan v:~ew ther.e"
of; The 0. T. not only assumes the .existence of God; it 0alsq
assumes. God's being. The description of God does not reach be,"
yond a statement of his attributes while at the .. same time the
term . Spirit does appear to receiye ·priority. God is · essen~ .
tially Spirit. The Graeco-Roman v:iew of God can be summarized in the word logos. '!'he 0. T. stress on the heart js
not Greek. The Greeks were intellectualistic. In Plato and Aris~
totle mind and souJ ate ultimately one, while in Stoicism th~re
is added the identification of God and man.
In the N .. T. Paul always speaks of God as Spirit in agree~
ment .with John 4 :24. Psyche is what makes the individual and
foi'ms the seat of personality. Nous stresses the conscious faculty and often has moral significance. It is the conscious faculty
of making moral judgments; Not only nous but for that matter.
also diimoia, sarx, sarkikos, psychikos and kardia have. definite
moral content and emphasis-far more than we would ordi~
narily surmise. ·
. Of great significance is the fact that Paul refei_.s''t6 nian as
pneuma especially since God is described as essentially Pneuma.
Paul does not think of identifying the Divine Pneuma with
ma~ as pneuma. He does mean that man became pneuma by
1
the action of the Div:ine Pneuma for man is made in the imago
Dei.
.
What, then, is pneuma? To say that the highest category descriptive of man is intelligence is too limited a view and. is reminiscent of the pagan world. Paul rises above. this view. Pneuma
.is the whole personality and stresses its unity. Paul does not
glorify the intellect; he places greater stress on will and e.mo~
tion. But we must not go as far as Augustine did. Doubtless
in reaction to the pagan primacy of the intellect, this great
24~

·· dh~r~h father made the . will priinary. We .cannot overestimate
1
the tremendous shift in emphasi::; brought about by the Christian .stress op. fove over against the background of paganihtel~
Jectualism, ataraxia, and apat:\leia.
But neither in the early church nor.at the time of tbe Renaissance was the pagan leaven wholly purged. Athenagoras deelare.d that God could only be seen by reason . .Justin Martyr
rendered Matthew 6 :21 as follows: "For where your treasure
is, .there will your NOUS be also." ·Eusebius had the same
gen¢ra1 slant. Let it be remembered that the Revival of Learnihg was a revival of Graeco-Roman learning, which since that
day ha.s so largely dominated Western civiliz.atlon. But, mirabile
dictu, evell: the Reformation did not overcome paganism en··. tirely. Calvin calls the n:iind the most excellent part of man
and appeals to the philosophers for ceding to it supremacy. He
even asse:rts that although the word 'heart' in Scripture may
indicate affections, yet he clearly leans to the view.. that it is
pre.dominantly descriptive of the intellectual part of the soul.
,t\:nd even. such· modern commentators as Ellicott, ·Milligan, A.
Hodge,. M. Stuart, and A. Alexahder fall into the same error.
. "And what is the conclusion of the matter? That we cease
talking.about the primacy of the intellect and cease acting in
accordance therewith~ For that is the leaven. of antiquity, which
ha.s been carried dqwn the stream of time, flourishing and
bei~g ··nurtured ·.since the . Renaissance; blossoming forth in
..i~ealistic philosophy. The good· Lord knew that knowledge is
1wt virtue, and He does not save through dialectics.'J
{
Jo1rn WE1iDENAAii, Secretary.

HUNGA,RlAN LETTER
regrettable, but en;tirely possible to postpone even light
like the writing of an occasional letter. when one is
confantly hard pressed for time and energy for immediate
tasks. My heart and soul is with THE CALVIN FORUM and with
•ev~rything it stands for in E\ssentials, yet-for the. above reason
..·twasnegligent toward it. Instead of long lines of excuses I
;find. it t:he si:!b,plest sincerely to .say, "Please, forgiv~ me."
Since last you. heard from me our Hungarian Reformed
cpmmunitw suffered a keen foss through the departure qf the
Rev.. Dr. Louis Nanassy, ·my predecessor in Perth Amboy, and
for the last sixteen years the• superintendent of our Bethlen
Home, .a .charitable institution for our aged and orphaned, in
1',igonier, Pa. He was summoned to his reward on March 21st
in Ligonie:r, According to his 6wn wilf his body was shipped
to Perth Amboy and interred on March 26 in the cemetery of
0 . fhis church1 which ·is a living . memorial. to his ·faithful pastorate of over 21 years duration. He was in his 64th year;
·.an outstanding scholar, especially well. versed in the theology
·of tlie Fathers, Immediate. tasks never allowed him sufficient
oppor.tunity t9 put the riches of his knowledge in writing, yet
·•his. 'whole life and all his expressions carried one always timely
and always needed lesson, namely, that the Hungarian Re·• formed l;eligion is primarily a religion, and whatever else only
ill consequence and to the extent of being religion; deep, bind. ing, biblical and historically attested religion. Having retired
from his Ligonier position a few months before his death, we
.looked· forward to his writings in eager expectation, but the.
L.ord thought of him otherwise. His colleagues, of whom more·
tha:.n forty attended his funeral, miss. him sincerely and rememb.er him kindly.
' Our church life is going on as usual. Our annual battl~ for
the great ·festival of Pentecost is over arid our minsters are
girding themselves for the sweaty job of holding suµimer school.
A greater spirit of unity and determination is noticeable. No
bickerings are evident except in the case of one or two lonesome
die~hards, who seem to be either too old .or too slow to notice
the.·signs of an. era ·of better ·feeling. ·our Ministerial Associ. ation became .a vital force• to hold us together for common
action and expression in these critical times. The essential .

identity of our feelings and of the probleµis facingus, all
helped .to create this µioi'e congenial atmosphere.
The plight of Hungary leaves all of us dejected. H1mga:ry is
in Soviet Russia's orbit. For the first time in its more than o.n:e
thousand years' history Hungary is excluded from the sphere
of Western Christianity, culti;ire and civilization. The very thing
she was fighting against throughout the centuries befell her.
The country's souHs under the influence and might of an alien,
materialistic, atheistic philosophy. Only a sharer of that philosophy could be happy ov:er this turn of events:
.
Is it any wonder that we find ourselves unable fo un:reservedly
rejoice over. the outcome of the European phase of the war1
which brought but a change of alien masters for our brethren
and co"religionists .in the land of our origin? Is it any :wonder·
that it is hard for us to acquiesce in any world arrangement
that might draw a line of demarcation in the face of the ideals
for the realization of which, along with all Americans) we also
prayed, worked and sacrific.ed the blood of our children:? .Is it
any wonder that the policy of. compromising Christ with Beliai
is constantly straining our conscience? We disowned .it when
weak and surround.ed Hungary.tried it in one direction, aIJ:d we
find it hardly more re-assuring when great and strong nations
practice it in opposite dh:ections. It is a religious conviction
with us that no lasting good can cofue out of it, unless the devil
is not as much of a d,evil as. painted.
In spite of an mental tortures, we are still happy to say that
there was not a··,single soul amongst us who did not .go along
faithfully with the country of our. adoptfon. Our confidence• in
the conscience of America. r.emained steadfast. It is not possible
that "the land of the free and the hom.e of the brave'' sh()U:id
depart from what Its confession, "In God we t.rus.t", implies.
God is our trust also. It is possible that under His control an~
cient sins may be burned out of the Hungarian body politic.
Social, economic., and spiritual changes might work out for the
.greater good .of all. But we must trust that when the Lord
shall have draW¥ 'all the .good out .of· the present predicament
of Hungary the sun. will brighten up over our brethren again.
This hope is the only mainstay of our souls at ~he pl'.esent,
when a hitherto impenetrable darkness separates us from our
loved .ones .in the land of our origin. Dark hints in the press
about happenings behind this veil of isolation just tend to add
to this.· awful suspense of knowing nothing of a certainty, .now.. ·
for years,-first on account of the machinations of one giant, •
and then those of another.
Knowing what this means, we heartily rejoice wit.h. our
brethren: of Dutch ancestry that.· the time for you to rejoice
has coine'. We are glad. with you that freedom h.as returned to
your land of origin; May God hasten the day when the intentions of America: \vill be as much realized in Hungary as..in
the Netherlands. Keep us. in ·your mind, and help us to stand
watch over the cause of Hungttrian Calvinism, ·and oyer the
church nursing it, the Reforllled Church in Hungary.
Yours in Christ,
Perth Amboy, N. J., M~y 24, 1945.
CHARLES VINCZE.

MICHIGAN CALVINISTIC PHILOSOPHY CLUB

·~rn

Cl.uh.. h. ad its··· tenth meefa.'ng in Calvin College ..o.n. Friday, April 27, at 3 :30 P. M. Present were nine members
.
and eight visitor~. The president, Dr. Jacob T. Hoogstra, asked the Rev. L. Oostendorp to open vvith prayer,. and
then to p1•eside, after which he ·read a paper of wlifoh the'
fqilowing is an extract:
.

EPISTEMOLOGY OF JOHN CALVIN
"The purpose of this paper. is fo offer suggestidns to. an
unknown friend in search of a subject for a doctor's thesis.
Although much that is related to this subject has been written
in the Dutch, the French (Lecerf), and the English (Warfield)
languages, no one has attempted· to wrife ·a thesis specifically
on the epistemology of John Calvin.
''.EpiStemology deals ·.with the nature and the validity of
knowledge. The. cr~x of the problem is: What knowl!=!dge? This
'.fHE CALVIN FORUM
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determines. wll~t ,i$ kn6~able, or, wh~t 1mo'Yledge is va,lid. What
determinei:fhow'. The epistemology of a c9mniunist (Feuerbach,
Comte) is.determined by his materfalistic philosophy. Tl).e epistemology of Calvin is controlled by his :full-orbed Chri.stian
faith. I must know Calvin the theologian to know him the
epistemologist.
"To app1•eciate Calvin's epistemology we must sketch Calvin's
place in the. history of thought. Calvin negates and affirms.
Calvin negates the Roman mass-drama mysticism .by insisting
1Jpon .exegetical preaching of the Word of God; Anabaptism
since. in its shunning of the world it denies a general operation
of the Holy Spirit; Scholasticism with .its theory of the natural
and the supernatural, or Aristotle and the pope, with total de. pravity.; Double-truth, or what is true in philosophy may be
false in theology, or, vice versa, with the doctrine of the one
God consistent in all truth. Calvin affirms that all truth must
be. su}J~ervient to the Christ. Christ is .. Calvin's. epistemological
imperative.

Centrality of the Scriptu.res
~.

.

"If a.IL truth is related to God, and each "section" of it must

be se~n against the background of the whole, then a Christian
can readily understand that t.he Bible is an epistemological
necessity.. That Calvin taught this is clear from the following
considerations. Exegetical : John 1 :1-18, the Christos came to
have man knowthe Logos (Word). The redemptive Light of
th.e World is also. the Light that lighteneth every man coming into this world, No. other road can we travel but the road
that leads. through Christ to th~ Word or Logos. Eph. 2:1ff,
4.:23, Col. 2 :81 I Cor. 1 :20-If mind no.t under the. Christ then
under Satan.
"Institutes: The Bible is compared with spectacles that a man
:rfiust alivays wear from morning to night if he is to read nature
to the glory ·o:f God;
"Inference: Total depravity that has n<it e:x:enwted the mind
oHts. deadlY: effects, and the need of the Christ in every thought
demand that the Bible be central in all our thinking.
' "True, the Bible has not been given to us to 1ll~ke us scientists, but. to make us Christians. Still it teaches us that God
the Creator and the Redeemer is operative in every sphere of
life, even in the dancing of atoms. .
·

Accrediting of Scriptures
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fa. infinitude reduced to' finitude, or finitude .elevated to infi11itude. 'L'here is always the eternal, timeless way of looking lJP<>:tv · ·
A equals A, and the temporal way of knowing the same. All our
knowledge is and remains human knowledge. It is a transcript
of God's revelation in nature and in grace.
· .
"If God 1s the Incomprehensible One we may never psychologfae Him. We may not posit primacies in God, but a perfect
harniony of what we humans call "Uind and will. Secondly, all
knowledge must obey the law of sobriety and moderation. If.
God is God let man. not enter His precincts, Thirdly, if. God
created us for His glory, all knowtedge must be useful. Calvin·
can give us• a description of useful which pragmatism caun.ot
do. Fourthly, if God is Incomprenensible, Sovereign, and Cre~
ator (evident in election especially), reason cannot be adequate
to answer any problem,
"The second pole is man. The.'re< would be no ejnstemofogy if
man were not the image of God. Here the nature and the val~d;,
ity of knowledge, the creation of man, truth related to .God all
coalesce. No system of thought can ~atch this answer apa:cf;
from Scripture. Not only does this account for man the knowing
creature but al.so man the erring creature, and the. rebellipus;.
idolatrous soul.
. .·

"We must note a distinction only too often :forgotten: m.an
before the fall. and man after the. fall. Before the fall .the 'mind'
could pe11etrate the secrets . of revelation and the 'Will cooper~
ated. After the fall ·man needs spectacles .and a changed will.

Alleged Competitors of the Scriptures ·
"Calvin both pr11ises and condemns 'Common Sense', 'Reason',
and 'Philosophy'. This praise indi.cat.es some degree of approval,
Does it follow that we must accept a sphere of neutrality since ·
Calvin praises. the philosopher? One must hear in mind that •
every individual is created in the. image of God. Every ind~" ··
vi.dual has the same revelation; We see th.e same world; '\yE;l
read the same Bible. Hence it is .not surprising that 11 non-;
believer, constituted as he is, will discover something a Christian
failed to do. When he interprets. what he. has discQvered divergences will soon appear. The. more consciously Chffatfan ~e·
live the . greater the. differences. The 'common' in common grace
is the common sun and rain, the same psychological make-up• or
structure. The great question is what. does. the sinful heart .do.•
with what we have discovered (cf. Calvi11 on Romans 1 :21).

"It was important for Calvi11, adopting the position that he
did, t~/be positive that the Bible is the Word of God. Calvin,
Value
~:the theolOgian of the Holy Spirit, should be credited with the
"An inquiry. ofthis nature is requisite. for..a g.enuine . Ph. ilo. s.·-.·.·.·
··•· discovery, at least the original formulation, of the Testimony
•..o:f the. H
. · oly s.pi. rit•. Calvin had an auth.Ority, and we .Protes- ophy of Christian. Education. Christian. Education is an episte~
·
· mological necessi.ty.
·
tants should, reaffirm it, which alone can claim this honor, The·
~ ,,.papE;JLchurch Cl.1iims authority to sugar-coat its many errm:s
"We must appreciate the gift of reason. This faculty must
and .Si:ri~. God is our only authority. Reason and the testimony investigate nature. It naturally will do so either to the. glprY
of a cliurch (another form o:f pro'<>f) cannot serve us with such of God or to His dishonor. Hence reason as well. as wiU inti.st
distincti.on. God. Himself testifies with .our spirit· that the Bible·· be regenerated. Reason is .never a contentless reason, a neutral
is the Word of God. From this we deduce: The elect only can jury. We never find it in life as we find it in a textbook .op:
know truth as (}od demands of us. to know it. The will must be logic: A equals A. Christians may agree with non-christian~ .
bent, the mind illumined. Both faculties are corrupted. We need formally for pedagogical purposes. When the believer and the
•regeneration. Then when we read the Scriptures we kno'W God non-believer agree that A equals A the believer is holding in
is speali;ing to us. ·
abeyance the content "of this A and the uncompromising fact
that A is A because a changeless Creator has made it so; . ·
"Calvin does make use of rational proofs (indicia). This does
not invalidate Calvin's position ..Calvin does not .have a content"Only Christianity can account for truth, error, and idolatry!
less i·eason, a neutral court, to which he summons believer and Its great competitive system, evolution, must be at s~a:
unbeliever. Calvin always draws for his defense upon the Bible this score.
.
itself•.The reason Calvin uses is the reason" of a believer pro~
"We must destroy mental idols. If we imagine that .truth
ducing the matchless superiority of the Bible as the ground for does not have to be 'human', 'moderate', 'sober', but al>it neu~
recognition of 'its majesty.
tral in certain spheres, and·. not· entirely God-centered in the
.
Christ, we. are enshrining subtle mental idols in the temple p~
Epistemological Content of the Scriptur,es
our soul as heinous in their sinfulness as the biZarre creations
"We find in Calvin a God-man epistemological pol~rity. In of our hands~
· ·
every act of knowledge this polarity is requisite. Destroy either
"We Christians can have a respectable philosophy that
pole and the act of'knowledge evaporates.
explain reality on its own basis. We can and must have an
., ''God; t~e first pole in every way, is Incomprehensible, Sov- apologetics that will not assume a neutral reason to prove that
ereign, and Creator~Sustainer. His Incomprehensibility forbids one cannot be.neutral. If God is obscured somewhere in a ne11~
us to think that the human and the Divi.ne cover the same area, tral center then there can be no distinctively Christian ~essage,
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foi if the. center is captured by 'neufrality' theri. the periphery
is;only a 'm0ppihg up' process. To the ceri.ter belongs the spoils.
At the same timt:i since man is created as he is we can make
him follow our argumentation Which .will in certain cases fo<;htce some to see a majesty in the Scriptures, but because of
·their i•efusal to accept the Scriptures the very acknowledg~ment
()f this majesty will turn upon them as . a condemning
testimony."

.

.
.
In the discussion which followed this rich paper ,the ques"
tions of the general knowledge of God, of the .genei'al testimony
of the Holy Spirit, of the character of reason, and of the value
of faith and regeneration, of the Scriptures, and of the particulal' testimony of the Holy Spirit.were.brought up in regard
to epistemology.
· The meeting was closed by the Rev: Kruithof.
H. J. VAN ANDEL, Secretary.

~@=O=f=B=oo=k=s=·~an=d=·=R=e=a=d=in=g=·.=_§)~
SOCIOLOGY-NOT PASTORAL THEOLOGY
by Russell L. Dicks.
The Macmillan Co., New York. 1944. Price $2:00.

PASTORAL WORK AND PERSONAL COUNSELING,

· · HIS volume of 230 pages should not for a moment be
presumed to be a treatise on Pastoral Theology, despite
· ..
. the l1Se of the term pastoral in its title. Pastoral theology is. a theological discipline. Now theology is the science that
deals ~1th. the special, i.e., the redemptive, revelation of the
grace of God in Christ which He caused to be recorded for His
pt:iople in the Holy Scriptures. And Pastoral theology in particular is that branch of theology which is conce1:ned with the
distinctive labors to which the New Testament institutional
dmrch pas faieri. called by its .sovereign Lord, Jesus Christ. In
its organizational aspects tl}is chur.ch is a distinctly pastora,l
institution. As such it engages in the cultivation of the spir:itual life of God's covenant. people and their holy seed through
. the; exercise of the triple ministry which Christ has ordained.
This threefold ministry Of the Word, of .spiritual government
arid of merciful succor, respectively, is designed to promote the
church's. growth· in· grace. This growth in grace, in turn, must
.serve the specifically religious purpose of equipping God's people
for Kingdom: sei·vice in· all the several relationships of life in
thiS world, and to prepare them for the perfect life of the
• world to come, that God may lie praised for His glorious grace
tJ1roµgh Jesus Christ, our Lord.
The book n~w under review in no wise answers this patently
correct description of Pastoral theology. It is, to begin with, not
a theological book at all; it is a study in sociology. If the
reader should not. happen to know of Holy Scripture, upon \lndertaking to read this volume, he might never learn of its exishmce;; at any i'ate, he would never. get as much as an inkling of
its fundamental significance for religious life. Moreover, the
sociology which the author purveys is, to say it mildly, not distinctly christian; in fact, it is definitely naturalistic. The writer
has nothing to say on the subject of pastoral ptinciples, though
. it goes withgut saying that ;pastoral work· is governed by pastoral principles. Need it surprise us that his methodology-and
· the book practically confines itself to methOdological material--'is superficial and :flimsy:?
The. Mok brfogs .us face to face, as does very much quasitheological ilterature today; with modernism of purest blood;
the .modernism that began by: discrediting Holy: Scripture; that
co11ti11ued by: putting the false philosophy of foolish man in the
place of divine truth; that went on to secularize christianity
ethically: after it had corrupted it doctrinally; and that lately
has )nvaded the field of pastoral theology. Modernistic pastoral theology: knows nothing and will have nothing of spfritual
lifein the biblical sense of this term. It is concerned only with
· religiosity. as a pu1'ely psychological phenomenon that is com:i.non to. all men alike, and that comes to expression equally in
1.mbelieving and believing men. Besides, it construes this religiosJty contrary to its own genius, as being fundamentally:
m9ra}jty:, i. e~, a:;; concetl1ing our relat'ions to· our fellQw-man
rat;her than God. And we know that morality: which is divor.ced
froll1 the fear of God and belief in Hi:;; "W;ord, is not morality
worthy: of the· name, but vapid a.nd fatuous moralism pure and
simple:'
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The space .allowed the reviewer does not permit a re.aso'ned
refutation" of the ecclesiastical and more particularly. the pa~
toral ideology underlying this book and books of like ilk. Suffice it to say that no minister of. the Word of God and by: that
token shepherd of the ·:flock of God, should read modernistic pastoral literature without being wide awake spiritually: and 1 exercising his faith critically: after a vigoro.us fashion, a,s he reads
this book and others.like it. The book is worth readfog, indeed,
if only: to k~ow what men in the opposite camp ai'e thinking
pastorally. Besides, the author makes many: worth-while observations. But . the fact remains that the church is to be pitied
whose shepherd (s) have no better pastoral theology: by: which
to be guided in their spiritual labors than the wholly: unsati.sfactory: kind set forth in the volume under discussion.
It i.s to be hoped that no Bibl~-believing minister will make the
capital mistake of ;reading the pastoral literature of which the
volume now 'reviewed is a typical example, gullibly:, thus allowing it to vitiate his pastoralideals and spirit and methods. For
that would mean the begi.nning of the end of the pastorate.entrusted to him. by the Chief Shepherd of the sheep. Let. those
who are not modernil;)ts doctrinally: and ethically:, beware . of
becoming modernists pastorally:.
S. VOLBEDA.
Calyin Seminary:.

THE SACRAMENTS
by Hugh Th.omson .[{err. The'.·.
Wes.tminster Press, Philadelphia, 1944• Price. $2.00.

THE CHRISTIAN SACRAMENTS,

·

HE general purpose of this book on The Christian Sacraments is to .impress upon its xeaders the rederilptivesig.
nificance of holy: baptism and holy communion, In· the
author's opinion "it· is not. too much to say: that the Prot~stant
churches on· the whole have regarded prea~hing of preemi11ent
importance and have obscured· the place of the·.sa,crafuents..On
the other.. hand, the Roman and Greek churches, and that .group·.
in the E,pise!opal and Anglican churches that leans toward the
Roman ritual, have unduly: exalted the sacrament:;; and have
neglected the ministry: of the W Ord" (page 7). Being a Pi,·ote1
stant of the Reformed persuasion, Dr. Kerr undertook to· focus.·..
attention upon the sacraments, in order that they' may meet
with the intelligent appreciation they so eminently: deserve, and
may: .thus by the grace of God to which they: are directly: and'
closely: related, serve their divine purpose in a· richer and fuller
measure. He by no means sponsors what, for want of a better
term, may be called sacramentarianism. In .fact, he repudiates
the materialism which manifestly: underlies this aberration. TQ
him the Word is '*-the primary: and principal means of· grace: \
1
He does. n6t minimize. preaching in the least when he plead.s
eloquently for a better understanding and a. more intensive
use of the sacraments· as the signs and seals of the covenant
of grace. Of course, preaching ·should be carried on, but the
sacraments should be ·neither depreciated nor neglected. The
author believes that. the Word which teaches us the doctrine. of
the sacraments and enjoins their faithful U'se upon us, does not
get its due when, as is the case very generally in Protestantism, ·
the .sacraments ai~e treated as little more, if more at ;all, .than
mere ceremonies and· customary formalities.
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Thel 79~page volume, amrnunced ~bove, fs .not ·a, treatise on
the. doctrine c:i:f the sacraments. It does contain· some doctrinal
material, and it might pr9fitably have ineluded more.· For aftet
all, the biblifal truth of the sacraments.is the divine index of
· their .redemptive significance arid the rule of . their ecclesiastical administration and use, respectively. But the author.meant
to deal with the sacraments as an element. of ecclesiastical life
rather than as a part of christian doctrine. The table of contents make this plain. In 13 chapters the following subjects are.
discussed: Our Sacramental World, The Chris.tian Sacrament,
BaptiSm in the New Testament, The Sacrament .of Christian
Baptism, Who are to be Baptized? The A.dministration of. Baptism ' The Sacrament
of the·
The Celebration of
..
. Lord's Supper,
.
I{()ly C9mmunion, Special Communion Services, The Service
Preparatory to the Communion, The First Communion, Preaching on the Sacraments, Is Inter-communion P9ssible?
·• · The voluroe is the second of. a series of "Source b.ooks for
Ministers''. •. Blackwood's well-known The Funeral is the first
nuriiber of the series. Other volumes. are in preparation, we are~.
told; rt is not clear why these volumes are called "S6urce
Books'~; nor is it. plain why the present volume particularly
should }>e related specifically .to the clergy. In the. reviewer's
opinion the laity have even greater need of a book like this than
the clergy. This book would serve the laity's need e4cellently.
But the sub-title might leave the impression that the book is in
the eiass of professional literature. TheJast chapter of the book
· is. devoted to a discussion of the moot problem of open and close
communi()n, hi connectiOn with. the ecumenicalism that is on
the docket of the christian church today.
The. reviewer· has read this book with a good measure of
satisfa,ction, and hopes that it· may be read not only by minis.ters but also by laymen. Thoughtful reading of. the book wjll
.doubt.less tend to make at least some·readers more appreciative
of·the ~acraments, not to the prejudice of the Word but to its
. fuller understanding and Jarger use. The reviewer does not
endofse a.II the opinions of the author, but he is in hearty accord
with the general thesis of t}te book, namely, •that th,ere js room,
perhaps rather generally, for a . deeper understanding, of a
fullei· use; notably of the Lord's Supper, and of a richer enjoymel}t of the sacraments..
S. VoLBEDA.
Calvin S~minary.

AS TO PREACHING
IN THE MINlSTER~S

WORKSHOP, by Halford E; Luccock. ~54
pt;Jges, Al)ingdon-Cokesbury Press, New York, 1944. Price,

$Z.OO,

~.1IIS book does not pretend .to deal with the content. of the
. ~" prel'!,cher's message; It contai.ns "practic~l . ~;Ip from. a
•·· .. · • master craftsman on the art of preachmg. The mmiste1<is notthe source but the channel of the message. Preaching .deals with. the plight and predicament of the people. One
shouI9, therefore, not write sermons for posterity. Do not strive
to be •a prince of pulpiteers. Serve your generation here and
now and be willing tolose your life in doing it.
. "St. Paul wrote g1:eatJiterature, not b~caus~ he sa~d, :Go
••....to, n9w; I will write an ode .to love which will go rmgmg
· down the centuries; watch me carefully,' but becal!se he
had his whole mind, with all of it,s endowments, mtent
on the task of making Christ formed in the lives of those
to whom he wrote and spoke."
Dr. Luccock suggests patterns of outline and says, "They are
offered without any du.e solemnity, or any pride of parentage,
for they are· not the .creations or inv.entions of. the author....
The ladder ··sermon · is adapted to argument, persuasion, and
the 'appeal to relj,SOn .. This leads the Writer to observe:
''Under the strong influence of the theological trend,
:variously known as· neo-orthodoxy, Continental theol~gy,
Barthianism;· i:n violent. reaction against the liberalism
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, there
·has been a disparagement of reason and a slighting of
. the whole approach to the mind .which has gone under
the now discarded heading of apologetics .. The tendency
manifested by many exponents of this theology has been
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saved by grac:e. No preaching can come close to contemporary problems in any vital way which does riot begin
as far away from them as possible, that is, with God."
.This is no excuse for ignoring the passing parade of history.
We,,need to tell people more than to act in the 'spirit of Christ'.
We have to preach one gospel which involves the nations. as well
as' individuals. Observe, however, the distinction between technical and mor.al questions. But beware of drifting along with
th.e str,eam; do ,not be opportunistic .. Watch out for occasional popTilarity.
This bopk: has received high praise. The jacket says: "A balanced, comprehensive survey of what goes on in the minister's
';vorkshop' is here presented· with Dr. Luccock's usual sparkle
and. delicious humor." Again, "Dr. Luccock always puts first
things first!' Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick testifies that "nothing
is more helpful than Dr. Luccock's books." The present re"
viewer differs sharply from the above evaluation. The. book is
full ·of sparkle and humor and for that reason it is delightful
reading. As )ong as one skirts about the edges and fingers the
fringes of the minister's task, the book may be called helpful.
The moment one· seeks to get down to cases, the very best and
the most damaging thing one can say is that this book is clever.
1. Dr. Luccock has unwittingly given .a fine demonstration
of the utter futility of trying to do what he sets out to do. He
presumes· to be able to separate the content of the minister's
mes§ag·e from the minister's workshop. It is like showing a
friend yo:µr catpenter shop after you ha~e first removed the
·bench, the hammer, the saw, the nails,. and. the lumber. No
wonder that through the back door hammer, saw, and nails
are put back into the shop furtively, And the hammer, saw, and
nails were oufln the· storm and have gotten quite rusty at that.
2; One ·does not have. to swallow Barthianism to disagree
With Dr, Lui::cock's tirade against it. Th~ reason that the author
h.as 'little patience with Barthianism and pleads for apologetics
and l·eason is precisely the fact that Barthianism has blasted
by. its··· apologetics the Modernism whfoh Dr. Luccock .is still
holding a brief for at this late and tragic hbur.
3. ' Thei·e is mu.ch more discussion of the content preach.than the foreword would have us believe there is .not. The ·
st~ii:dard to .which all must be subservient is Dr. LucThe reviewer heartily endorses
our relig'ion must be reasonable and trne.
that our notion of reasonableness is not an
which ~e can impose upon. reality. Our ·noti.on
mµst be obtained full-fledged from the w.ord

of

of tlie Bible in preaching is. not only advanis, absolutely indispensable .. The calling ()f the mine·

is. to preach the Word of. God today. The statement that
js nq more value in holding for:th on Samson .than on Joe
is' simply a dead· gfve-away that Dr. Luccock is more
about an immanential reason than a transcendent

. "The Cl.aims . of the Sickroom'!; "The Plight of Shut-in
FrfendsP; "The Minis.try to the Sorrowing;'' Excellent suggestions .are made about .. preparing .for c:;ills, systematizing one's
work, and keeping records.
·.
·
Part Two discusses other types of pastoral activities. Chapter 17, on ".The Help of the l\fail ·Carrier," abounds in helpful
idea.s. Other chapters treat the approach .to. i{evvco1ners, evangelistic work, special problems, work in the·· community, and
pastoral assistants. Here, too, the book abounc:ls in the types of
cases which a minister is likely to meet .. One feels that. pastoral. opportunities are far more numerous than one might have
suspected.
A ruechanical fault of the book is the listing of· footnotes.
These are given in the back, but under Roman numerals; Since
the chapters are not n.umbered on top of the page, the reader
must in each case page back to the beginning of the chapter
to find the Roman numeral, and then go to the back of the b.ook
to find the footnote. Readers from our circles will · find the
chapter on "The Art of Winning Children" very inadequate;
The covenant concept is, not developed, catechetical work .. is
merely touched on, and ·Christian schools are not even men'tioned.
One could, perhaps; criticize the book for attemptingto cov.er
too much ground in one volume. Thus, much more ·could be
said about sick calling, about ministering to the bereaved, about
evangelism, and about the treatment· of special cases th~n is
said in this book. But, on the other hand, some very.impol'tant
things are said about. each subject and there is great value.. fo
that. Then, too, the reader .is not 'only referred to special
studies on these particular .aspects of pastoral woi'k, but en~ ·
couraged · to read them~ 'The. reading of this. book. might stimuc
late m:;iny to delve fui·ther into such volumes. as Cabot and
Dicks, The Art of Ministeriny .to the Sick, or Bonnell's Past01·al Psychiatry. Dr. Blackwood himself has also wtitten special books on evangeli'sm and the funeral. ·
All in all, this is a most .helpful book. It contains a fund ()f
ide.as and plans, which should put.new life into any minister's
pastoral program. Dr. Blackwood helps one to realize that pastoral work is by no mea11s to be neglected, but is a pJ~otal part
of a minister's duty. More than this, he inspires.· the reader
with· .the conviction that faithful .pastoral work is one o:f the
chief joys of the.ministry. Here. is a "must" book for every
candidate, and for many a pastoral veteran.
.
ANTHONY HOEKEJVIA.

A BOOK ABOUT BOOKS
I LOVE BooK.S: By John D. SnidM» Reviei(• and Herald Publishing Assn.,. Wcishington, D. G. 1944.. 574 pages. $2.50 (Re-

vised edition).

/("'\UR. industrial 'age during the las·t·· hundred years h.a·s· w.it.. h.
~ increased tempo brought about a reversal of values in
many areas. Things are more and more firmly. placed in
JOHN WEIDENAAR.
the saddle and they ride mankind hard. Material values too :frequently and too generally crowd spiritual values into a dark
PASTORAL WORK
corner of oblivion. There. was a time When literature was a fine
PASTORAI; WORK, by Andrew W. Blllck1:vood. Philadelphia: Westart, but today "the art of writing is often degenerating foto
.
minster Press, 1945•. 252 pa,qes. Price $2.00. ·
an industry," .with the so~called "best sellers" leading. the parade. So, too, the art of reading, like the art of conversation, has
~HIS .book is addressed to the young minister, but may be
suffered a seriOU$ set-back. For many the provinces of human
-~ .read with profit by experienced pastors as well. Its aim
•.. · . . i.s to provide instruction and guidance in pastoral work. . endeavor in writing, reading, and convetsation are lost terri~
The book is written il} Dr. Blackwood's usual luminous style- tori es. Current events take the place' of past histories and· C).U'0ne finds it hard to put. down-and abounds in illustfations, rent literature crowds thet classics out. And the great paradox ·
·examples, and concrete cases. It is by no means ah. abstract remains that; though people have more time. for leisute in our
.discussion. Practical throughout, the book reflects years of ex- eight-hour day a;nd five-day week, they read and study less .
perience and observation.
The .book under review is. a most pertinent and timely
Tl):is is. an excellent' piece of work .. I am confident that it will warning and challenge writteli by an. artist . Jn a language
pe hailed as one o:f Dr. Blackwood's most helpful contributions. most readily understood by 1111. On almost every page and .cerThere are two main divisfons: "Basic Forms. of.. Pastoral Work" tainly in every one of the thirty-eight section$ the reader exaid "Other Kinds of Pastoral Work." Part One treats such petiences a freshness of challenge; again and again he meets
things as first days in a new field, making a plan; ancl the work the reassuring positivepess of the Christian viewpoint, and en· Qf a.pastor's wife, Th.e chapter headings are inviting: "The joys the continuous reminders concerning the glorie~ .bound
Call in a Typical Home''; "The Wisdom of Offering Prayer"; up with the af't of reading. Here he learns that I'eading ·worth-
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·And the tragic upshot of such teaching is that according. to
while ·. matetial "maketh · a full 1~an/ 'that the personality of
the reader communes with the personality of the auth6r,and. . Mr, Snider these saiile colleges and universities p'roduce "t)le
.that time so spent is a period of "fine living, elevated thinking, greater number of those who serve today as our book, ·magatoning and dignifying" the whole life of man-a period "in zine, and newspaper editors." Thus "the country is flooded with
which the large, .spiritual, permanent forces hold ·sway and in their publications,. which, though attractively .and .elaborately
illustrated, contain; .nevertheless, the fatal poison of moral
which character is shaped."
death." (P.. 163.) What a powerful argument here for more
Under four laTge and interesting headings, "Why,'" "What," Christian colleges and more Christian universities. .
.
"How,' 'anq "When We Should Read,'' the author in thirtyThe supreme praise accorded to the Book of books in one '(if
ei.ght bTief sections writes most stiinulatingly about many prac- the longest sections as the priceless Volume given by God tp.
tical aspects of reading in a direct, vitalized, and personalized His creatures finds a warm response in the heart of any ortho•
manner that nevet fails to hold the sustained .attention of the dox Christian reader-;;--somewhat familiar with the g'eneralihreadet. The presentation of so many angles of reading with so difference in college halls and classrooms towards it sublime
large a number of apt quotations and illustrations and refer- message.
ences succeeds again and again in making the reader realize
Any parent or teacher who daily struggles to protect youth
that good reading is indeed an "inward beholding" of the best against worldly amusements and vicious literature will hail the
that the past civilization has offered· for wholesome thinking following positive stand .as good tidings from a far coµntry:.
and. feeling.
·
"True appreciation of good litetature depends upon the
close relationships the reader maintains between Christ
Under the. main heading, ''What We Shcrnld Read," the secand his own soul, and there must be no quibblingjn setion "Nothing but Trash" contains so valuable and timely a
lection where literature definitely conflicts with Chris:tian idealism." Pp. 309-10 (A quotation from H. M. Tipwarning· that church officials throughout the land might seripett, teacher of English literature).
ously consider to have it read from every pulpit as a mighty ..
but loving exhortation against the salacious magazines feeding · Twgnty separate bibliographies are added dealing. with as
depraved. senses, the viciol~s brand of literature dished. up as so many fields ofthqµght, including such as. "Adventure and J:)is~
much mo~bid food, and .the nearly 60% of the magazines on sale covery," "Art,'' "Biography and Autobiography,'' ."Cultur.a,l
and Inspirational,'' "Devotional,'' "Economics and Sociology;"
at everynewsstand, morall)T.unfit for young minds. (P. 195.)
"Education,''
etc. They are all carefully selected reading mentis.
The WTiter courageously lays bare the root of the diseas.e feedHere is a .fine book intended to reform oµr reading habits
ing on obscei;i.e literature when he quotes an editor of one of
and to rriake us 1yiore rooted in. basic values; to enlighten and to
0ur b~st •magazines:
entertain; to pi·ovide for fine living and elevated tJlihking. HE)re
"Out of the curricula of American colleges a dynamic
movement is upheaving ancient foundations and promis- is one of the best means which, if properly used, 'will restore
ing a way for revolutionary thought and life. Those who reading as a fine art. He:re is a book for our. church librf(rtes,
are not in close touch with the great colleges of the school libraries, and last but not least for. your .family. library.
country will be astonished to. leal'n of the creeds being
fostei·ed by the faculties of our great universities. In .It is definitely a power for good in oU:r present day world of ·•
hundreds of classrooms it is being taught daily that the moral confusion and chaotic thinking. Here rrien's so.ciettes,
decalogue is no more sacred than a syllabus; that ·the young men and young ladies' societies find ·excellent · 11).ate1·ial
home as an.institution is doomed; that there are no abso- in thirty-eight sections. to examine. a· problem that baffles many
lute evils; that immorality is ·simply an act il). contra• parents and many teachers to start a mov~ment for tefining
ventio11 of society's accepted standards: . . . . · . ~that
moral. precepts. are passing shibboleths; that conceptions and purifying our tastes, for the reading of good literature ~ng
of rig'ht and wrong are as unstable as styles of dress;
to lift hundteds of Christian young people. and their . parents
; .. , These are some of the revolutionary and sensa- to that stage where they can say: "Mr. Snidet, we, too, lo;Ve
ti.onal teachings .submitted with academic warrant to the good books."
·
·
minds of hundreds of thousands of students in the
Calvin• College.
United States!' (P. 163.)
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